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Background

1. In accordance with Article Ba of the EEC Treaty (Article 7a of the
Union Treaty) the Commission submitted two proposals for directives on
21 February 1992 concerning common rules for, the Internal market In
electricity and common rules for the internal market in natural gas.1
2. These two proposals contained .the following points:

-

Introduction of a transparent and non-discriminatory system of
licences for the production of electricity and the construction of
electricity and gas l-ines;
Introduction of an ini_tlal stage ~f I imited access to the network
for private producers to cover their own -needs, for major
customers exceeding certain consumption thresholds and suppliers
under certain conditions;
operating rules for. transmission and distribution networks in
order to guarantee the smooth functioning of the internal market;
unbundling of management and unbundling -of accounts n a harmonized
basis a~ regards vertically integrated companies;
safeguard provisions, especially for. "take or pay" contracts in
natural gas.
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In keeping with the principle of subsidiarity, the Member States
remained responsible for setting captive consumer tariffs, for
grant lng exclusive supply licences for con·sumers below the thresholds,
for estab I ish I ng pub II c . servIce. o~ I igat ions, for defining detailed
licensing criteri·a and, more generall'y, for pursuing national energy
policy objectives.
These proposa Is made up the second stage of a three-stage approach,
the first stage being Implementation of the directives adopted in 1990
and 1991 on the transit of gas and electricity and the transparency of
prices of gas and electricity to the industrial end user. Th~ third
stage was to be defined in the light of the experience gained and was
meant to increase the flexibility of the internal energy market.
3. These proposals have been discussed in depth both with the other
Community Institutions and with the economic and industrial sectors.
Third-party access to the network was discussed at length, both at a
technical level In the advisory committees representing the Member
States, the energy industry and consumers and at a policy level in
numerous bilateral meetings with the ministers responsible for energy,
the Council of Ministers and the European Parliament.
4. The Council discussed these proposals in May and November 1992 and in
June this year. In Its conclusions of 30 November 1992 the Counci I
saId the gas and e Iectr i cIty markets h'ad to be more open, more
transparent, more efficient and more competitive, bearing in mind the
specific natures of the two sectors and the respective situations in
the various Member States.
The Council stressed that the obstacles to the Internal market still
had to be removed and that fresh progress had to be made. The·
Internal market, It said, had to comply with six principles: security
of supply, environmental protection, protection of smal.l consumers,
transparency and non-discrimination, recognition of the differences
between national systems and transitional pr·ovtstons. There were
still differences of opinion on some of the key points of the
Commission's proposals, especially concerning the general mechanisms
of third-party access to the network.
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The council invited the Commission to consider modifications to its
proposals In the light of the Council's discussions and of the opinion
of the European Parliament. concluding 'that discussions had. to
continue.
Last June the Counci I confirmed these conclusions and, pending the
opinion of the European Parliament, looked forward that the new points
put ·forward by the COmmission (in particular the introduction of ~
system of negot lated network access rather than a regulated· system)
would be-taken Into account.
5. The

EconomIc

and

Soc I a I
COmmIttee 'de I i vered
its
opinion /On
ThIs endorsed the u 1t 1mate obJect 1ve and sever a I
aspects of the corninisslon•s proposal's, but rejected the system and
timetable for third-party access to the network.

27 January 1993.2

6. Par I lament
delivered
Its opinion
at
its plenary
session of
17 November 1993. The amendments put forward by Pari lament are based
on the following principles:

the need for greater harmonization to accompany the gradual
opening-up of
the gas and electrici"ty sectors during the
translt·lonal period· plus the need for prior harmonization. in
particular In the fJelds of environment and taxation, as a
precondition to any further liberalization;
definition of responsibilities Incumbent upon the Member States,
in particular as regards the public service obligations of gas and
electricity companies;
obligation of the Member States to create a control body called·
"Electricity and gas council";
-protection .of the concession rights of State, local and regional
authorities and-maintenance of the monopoly of distributors in
their respective area:
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liberalization of the production and transport of electricity in
two alternative ways: either a system based on a tendering
procedure for new capacities or a system based on the grantinB ~f
transparent and non-dtscrlmlnatory I icences;
. access of the competent authoritIes of the Member States to the
internal
accounts of gas and electricity companies, and
establishment of a Directive on cost transparency;
negotiated access to networks to allow large industrial consumers
to benefit from the direct supply of gas and electricity. For
distribution companies this option is limited only to the sector
of electricity. and only to those Memb.er States which have a
licensing system for the construction:of production and transport
faci titles. It is not therefore open .to distribution companies in
Member States which have opted for· the tendering system and
central planning.
11.

Amended proposa Is

7. Objectives of the amended proposals: the Commission takes the view
that opening up the energy market should make for·greater Integration
of the gas and electricity markets, which so far have been limited to
national or regional level, and for greater competitiveness among
Community companies. Energy is a major production cost factor and the
compet It I veness of companies which consume energy is a precond It Ion
for turning round the current trends on the, job market. That saId,
energy cannot fulfil this role unti I the ,specific aspects of the gas
and electricity sectors are taken fully on board, these being the
"naturala monopoly of transport networks ahd the size and lead time of
investments.
8. How the gas and electricity markets operate has to be compatible with
all the provisions of the Treaty. The Corilmission's amended proposals
are as follows:
questioning of exclusive or special rights where they affect trade
between Member States;
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fair access of the various .operators to these markets. It is not
acceptable In the context of an Internal market that undertakings
in a Member States where the market in electricity and gas. rs
closed to competltlo.n can car:ry out their activities ori open
markets In other Member States without the reverse being possib~e;
taking account of the specific nature of these two sectors on the
basis of a pragmatic approach permitting gradual evolution of the
way they operate while having a real impact on the market place
from the outset.
9. Amendments to the proposals:
The two main amendments concern
the posslbll ity of allowing the producers of electricity and gas
to negotiate access to the network;. this possibility replaces the
regulated access provided for in the initial proposals. It is
accompanledby arbitration mechanisms in the event of problems in
negotiation or in performance of the contract, although these
mechantsms cannot replace the. appeal procedures provided by
Community Iaw;
the establishment In the body of proposals of a work programme
enabling the Commission to draw up, during the second stage, the
harmonization proposals needed for the smooth functioning of the
market without compromising Community law.
The amended proposals Introduce tendering procedures .for new
electricity transport and production capacities as alternatives to a
transparent and non-discriminatory I icensing system plus simpler
network operating rules.
Finally, there are amendments resulting from the entry into force of
the Union Treaty and the introduction in this sector . of the. codecision procedure.
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10.

The commission could not accept a.numb~r of amendments ~hich would
have compromised the aims· of the proposals and even their
compatibility with the.Treaty. namely:
the obligation 9f the Member Stat~s to create an Electricity and
gas council (consisting of representatives from undertakings in
the sector. d istr ibut ion companies. Iarge industria I consumers;
smal I and medium
consumers and trade union organizations) designed to help the
respective authorities implement the Directives;
the conditional link between passage to the final stage· and prior
harmonization. in particular in the sectors of ·environment and
taxation;
the parts which could undermine the independence of the tendering
procedures by conferring specfal responsibilities on the system
operator In these procedures. thereby making him judge and judged
at one and the same time;
the Introduction of separate accounting solely between the
act lv It les of product ion and transmission. on the one hand. and
distribution on the other.
thus, without separating the
transmission activities;
maintenance of the supply monopoly of distribution companies.

B. AMENDED PROPOSAL CONCERNING ELECTRICITY
11.

In I ine with the Commission's general approach to the dossier as a
whole, the main changes made to the proposal on the internal
market In electricity are as follows:
(a) The structure of the proposal: to take account of the fact that
the rules of access to the network are now specific rules
concerning production, transport and distribution, a special
chapter is inc1uded.
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(b) Greater reference to public service obligations: although the
.Treaty i tse If protects de facto and de Jure performance of the
special task assigned to the undertakings entrusted with .the
operation of service~ of general economic Interest, the amended
proposa I accept_s the amendments from Par 1 i ament which high I i ght
the performance of these t a sics in every phase of opening up the
market to competition.
(c) The conditions for third-party access to networks: while
Parliament would like this to ~e sole~y in the form of long-term
contracts with large consumers ·the Commission takes the view that
these restrictions are not justified, one, because it is always
possible to refuse access to third parties where the performance
of the service of general economic interest assigned to the system
operator Is compromised and, two, because distribution companies
must be able to take advantage of the same possibi I !ties as large
consumers so that small and medium-sized consumers can benefit
indirectly from the advantages of an open market. Third-party
access, which was regulated in the Commission's initial proposal,
Is a right open to autoproducers for the supply of their own
establishments and branches and to producers and transmitters for
the supply of large industrial consumers and distribution
companies. The conditions for exercising this right have to be
negotiated both with the transmission system operator and with the
distribution system operator, except where the supply of
electricity arises out of a tendering procedure for the
construction of production capacities; in this case access to the
network Is guaranteed. Disputes In the negotiation or the
performance of such contracts can be submitted to arbitration to
be established by the Member State. As far as Pari lament's
amendments are concerned, the Commission states Quite clearly that
recourse to arbItration can in ·no way affect the right of the
parties. to use the normal appeal procedures provided by Community
law.
·

(d~

The criteria and procedures for authorizing production and
transport are simplified and .completed by the option of a
tendering system for a II new product ion and transport capac it i.es..
The amended .proposa.l relnfo~ces· the Independence and· non· discriminatory .nature of this· procedure. Nonetheless,
the
licensing system will apply to all autoproducers and independent
producers.

(e) The unbundling of management is dropped although independence, at
least at the administrative level of the system operator, must be
guaranteed. The unbundling of accounting on a harmonized basis is
maintained and completed by way of a provision permitting access
of the respective authorities to internal company accounts.
(f)

12.·

The rules governing the operation of
.networks are simplified.

transmission and supply

The amended proposal takes account of
forward by the Counc I I as fo I Iows:

the six principles put

security of supply: the criteria for authorizing the construction
of product ion capacities wI II ·express I y permit the Member States
to determ lne the nature of the primary sources used to produce
electricity. The alternative system of a tendering procedure for
production and transport capacities 'will allow for continued
central planning of investments in Member States opting for this
system;
environmental protection: provisions concerning the harmonization
of . product ion and operating conditions t_ake :account ... of the
requirement for environmental protection, as do the criteria for
authorizing the construction of new production and transport
capacities. A special provision also allows the system operator
when dispatching production installations to give priority to
production installations using renewable sources of energy. ·or
waste or using a combined heat and power process;
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protection of small consumers: greater reference to public
service obi igations has been introduced in ·order better to take
account of the need to protect sma I I and medium consumers. .The
system operator may refuse access to a third party where sach an
operation wou-ld prevent him from· performing the public service
obligations assigned to him; Member States wl I I always ha~e the
right to set tariffs for at I captive consumers;
transparency ·and·non-discrimination: these can be found in the
rules governing the unbundling of accounting and in the criteria
and procedures for authorizing new production and transport
capacIties, In the criteria and p·rocedures for tendering and in
the rules governing the system'op~rators;
recognition of differences between national systems: the option
of Member States to choose between a transparent·· and nondiscriminatory licensing system for the construction of new
production and transport capacities, on the one hand, and a
tendering procedure, on the other, takes account of the existence
of decentralized systems in some Member States and centralized
systems in others;
provisIons for a period commencing
31 December ·1998 have been·, retained.

1 Ju I y 1994 and ending on

C. AMENDED PROPOSAL CONCERNING GAS
13.
,.,., ·

The changes to the proposal concerning the internal market in gas
<··are, ~mu.tat is mutandis, ·the same as for electricity as regards:
.' . .
,, ·.:...
the structure of the proposa 1;
the greater reference to pUblic service obi igations;
the conditions of third-parly access to networks;
'""
unbundling and access to internal company accounts;
simplified rules concerning th~ ·operation of transmission and
distribution networks;
compliance with the principles put forward by the Council.
'
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14.

The criteria and procedures for authorizing the construction or
operation
of
LNG
installations,
storage
installations,
transmission and distribution lines and associated eQuipment _ar:e
maintained.

D. CONCLUSIONS
The amended proposals take account of several key elements contained in
the opinion of the European Parliament and of the concerns expressed by
the Council, In particular in its conclusions of 30 November 1992. The
Commi sslon therefore asks the Counc it to adopt a posit ion as soon as
possible on these proposals for completing the internal market in the
sectors of gas and electricity.
·
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Amended proposal for a
EURQPEAN PARLIAMENT AND COUNCIL DIRECTIVE
concerning common rules for the internal market in· electricity

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND·
COMMUNITIES,
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN .
UNION,
Having regard to the Treaty establishing
the European Economic Community, and
in particular Article 57(2), Article 66 and
Article 1OOa thereof,

Having regard to. the Treaty establishing
the European Community, and in
particular Article 57(2), Article 66 and
Article 1OOa thereof,

Having regard to the proposal from the Having regard to the proposal from the
Commission,
Commission,
In cooperation
Parliament,

with

the

European

Having regard to the optmon of the Having regard to the opinion of the
Economic and Social Committee,
Economic and Social Committee,
Whereas it is important to adopt measures
with the aim of establishing the internal
market as provided for in Article Sa of the
Treaty; whereas the internal market is to
comprise an area without internal frontiers
in which the free movement of goods,
persons, services and capital is ensured;

Whereas it is important to adopt measur~
with the aim of establishing the internal
market as provided for in Article 7a of the
Treaty; whereas the internal market is to
comprise an area without internal frontiers
in which the free movement of goods,
persons, services and capital is ensured;

Whereas the· establishing of the internal
market in electricity is particularly
important both in order to increase
efficiency in the production, transmission
and distribution of this product, while
reinforcing the Community's security of
supply, and in order to ensure that all
users are able to purchase electricity on an
equal basis thus· avoiding distortions of
competition in user industries;

Whereas the establishing of the internal
market · in electricity is particularly
important in order to increase efficiency in
the production, transmission and
distribution of this product, while
reinforcing the Community's security of
supply;
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Whereas the establishing of the internal
electricity market needs to be progressive
and to be implemented in phases in order
to enable industry to ajust in a flexible
and . ordered manner to its new
environment~

Whereas the establishing of the internal
electricity market needs to be progressive
and to be implemented in phases in order
to enable, industry to adjust in a flexible
· and ordered . manner to its new
environment~

Whereas the establishing of the internal
market in the electricity sector should
favour the interconnection and
interoperability of systems;

Whereas Council Directives 90/547/EEC
of 29 October 1990 on the transit of
electricity through transmission grids<1>and
90/377/EEC of29 June 1990 concerning a
CommunitY procedure to improve the
transparency of gas and electricity prices
charged to industrial end-users<2> provide
for a first phase for the completion of the
internal electricity market;

Whereas Council Directives 90/547/EEC
of 29 October 1990 on the transit of
electricity through transmissiolfl grids< 1>and
90/377!EEC of 29 June 1990 concerning a
Community procedure to improve the
transparency of gas and electricity prices
charged to industrial end-users<2>, as
amended by Commission Directive
93/87/EEC<3> provide for a first ph~ for
the completion· of the. internal electri~itY
market;
·
·
·

Whereas it is now necessary to take Whereas it is now necessary to take
further measures with a view to ·the further measures with a view to the
establishing of the internal market· for establishing of the internal market for
electricity;
electricity~
Whereas security of supply and consumer
protection entail a number of public
service obligations of general interest
which free competition, left to itself,
cannot be relied upon to fulfil;

<1> OJ No L 313, 13.11.1990, p. 30.
<2> OJ No L 185, 17.7.1990, p. 16.

<1> OJNoL 313,13.11.1990, p. 30.
<2> OJ No L 185, 17.7.1990, p. 16.
<3> OJ No L 277, 10.11.1993, p. 32.
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Whereas the need to enstlre a real
operung-up of the market and a fair
balance in the application of these
measures requires the introduction of
harmonized criteria and procedures for the
construction and operation of generating
installations; whereas these criteria and
pr~ures must be objective, transparent
and non-discriminatory in order to ensure
that there is no distortion of competition
ansmg in particular, from special
conditions as regards the location of
generating installations within the
Community and their proximity to the
market;

Whereas the need to ensure a real'
. opening-up of the · market and . a · fair
balance in the application of these
· measures now requires the introduction of
harmonized criteria and procedures for the
construction and operation of generating
installations; whereas these criteria and
procedures must be objective, transparent
and non-discriminatory;

it is therefore necessary .to Wher~as it is therefore necessary to
establish common rules for the licensing establish common rules for the production;
by Member States of the construction and transmission and distribution of electricity;
operation of generating installations and
transmission and distribution lines and to
take such other steps as are required in
order to ensure the effective functioning
of the internal market;
Where~

Whereas the establishing of the internal
market for energy, more particularly in the
electricity sector, will take into account
the objective of economic and social
cohesion;

Whereas in establishing of the internal
· market for electricity full account should
be taken of the Community objective of
economic and sOcial cohesion, particularly
in sectors slich as the infrastructures,
national or intracommunity, which serve
for the transmission of electricity;

Whereas electricity undertakings must, in Whereas electricity undertakings must, in
the internal market, be able to operate on the internal market, be able to operate,
normal commercial principles;
without prejudice to constraints connected
with public service obligations, on normal
commercial principles;
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Whereas provision should be made for
customers and producers of electricity to
have access to the transmission and
distribution systems without discrimination
and subject to the availability of capacity
and in return for reasonable remuneration
; whereas this provision may be limited
during the next phase by Member states to
large industrial companies and with regard
to distribution companies under certain
conditions;

Whereas whatever the nature of the
prevailing market organisation, access to
the system must be open to producers and
autoproducers, together with the customers
connected to the system, in conformity
with this Directive;

Whereas each transmission system must
be subject to central management and
control in order to ensure the security and
reliability of the system in interests of
producers ·and customers; whereas a
transmission system operator should
therefore be designated and entrusted with
the management and development of the
system; whereas the transmission system
operator must behave in an objective,
transparent and non-discriminatory manner
in all aspects of his operation, including
the approval of connections to the system,
charges paid for services provided and
dispatching of generating installations;

Whereas each transmiSSion system must
be subject to central management and
control in order to ensure the security and
reliability of the system in the interests of
producers and customers; whereas a
transmission system operator should
therefore be designated and entrusted with
the management and development of the
system; whereas the transmission system
operator must behave in an objective,
transparent aQd non-discriminatory
manner;

Whereas for similar reasons a distribution
system operator must be designated to
manage and develop each distribution
system;

Whereas at the level of distribution,
concessionary rights of local, regional or
State bodies may be granted and a
manager must be designated to manage
and develop each distribution system~

Whereas the conditions for connection to
the transmission and distribution systems
must be defined by reference to European
specifications where possible or to other
international standards and specifications;

Whereas the conditions for connection to
the transmission and distribution systems
must be defined by reference to European
specifications where possible or to other
international standards and specifications;
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Whereas principles of charging should be
clearly laid down in order to ensure fair
and transparent conditions for the use of
transmission and distribution systems;

Whereas in order to ensure transparency
and non-discrimination the transmission
function of vertically integrated
undertakings should be operated
independently from the other activities;
whereas the accounts of all electricity
undertakings should provide for maximum
transparency, in particular to identify
possible abuses of a dominant position,
consisting for example in abnormally high
or low tariffs or ·in discriminatory
practices relating to equivalent
transactions; whereas to this end the
accounts must be separate for each
activity;

Whereas in order to ensure transparency
and non-discrimination the transmission
and distribution functions of vertically
integrated undertakings should be operated
as separate divisions with separate
accounts; whereas the accounts of all
· electricity undertakings should provide for
maximum transparency in particular to
identify possible abuses of dominant
·position, consisting for example m
· abnormally . high or low tariffs or in
discriminatory practices relating to
equivalent transactions;

Whereas it is also necessary to provide for
access by the competent authorities to the
internal accounting documents of
undertakings without thereby
compromising commercial confidentiality;

Whereas provision must be made for Whereas provision must be made for
safeguards and dispute resolution ·safeguards and dispute resolution
procedures;
procedures;
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Whereas, in accordance with the principle
()f · subsidiarity, general principles
providing for a framework must be
established at Community level, but their
detailed implementation should be left to
·Member States, thus allowing each
Member State to choose the regime which
corresponds best to its particular situation;
whereas therefore Member States should,
subject to the Treaty provisions and those
made thereunder, remain free to determine
the detailed criteria for licensing the
construction of power stations and of
transmission and distribution lines, and to
determine the non-discriminatory and
objective criteria for the dispatching of
power stations; whereas, moreover,
Member . States should be able to
determine the extent and nature of
distribution companies' rights (including
the . grant of exclusive distribution
concessions in respect of all customers
below the eligibility thresholds for access
to the transmission and distribution
system) and of· their public service
obligations, including the obligation to
supply, the maintenance of system security
and the development of the system
capability to meet demand; whereas
Member States also retain the power to
regulate all aspects of electricity tariffs for
final customers who are not eligible for
access to the transmission and distribution
system, for instance to ensure equal
treatment of these customers;

Whereas, in accordance with the principle
of subsidiarity, general principles
providing for a framework must be
established at Community level, but their
detailed implementation should be left to
Member States, thus allowing each
Member State to choose the regime which
corresponds best to its particular situation·;
whereas therefore Member States should,
subject to the Treaty provisions and those
made thereunder, remain free to determine
the detailed criteria for licensing the
construction of power stations and of
transmission and distribution lines, and to
.determine the non-discriminatory and
objective criteria for the dispatching of
power stations; whereas, moreover,
Member. States should be able to
determine the extent and nature of
distribution companies' rights (including
the grant of exclusive distribution
concessions in respect of all customers
below the eligibility thresholds for .access
to the transmission and distribution
system) and of their public service
obligations, including the obligation to
supply, the maintenance of system
security and the development of the
system capability to meet demand;
whereas Member States also retain the
power to regulate all aspects of electricity
tariffs for final customers who are not
eligible for access to the transmission and
distribution system, for instance to ensure
equal treatment of these customers;
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Whereas these measures constitute ··a
second phase of liberalization; whereas
once they have been put into effect some
obstacles to trade in electricity between·
.Member States will nevertheless remain in
place; whereas, therefore, it will ··be
necessary to provide for further market
liberalization including in particular a
reduction in the barriers to the supply of
electricity by producers to customers;.
whereas the precise details of this third
phase, which should complete the internal
electricity market, can only be defined -in
the light of experience during the second
phase; whereas a three-year period is,
s¢Iiciently long to gather the experience
on which to base the definition of the
third and final phase;

Whereas these measures constitu,te a
second phase of liberalization; whereas
once they have been put into effect some
obstacles to trade in electricity between
.Member States will nevertheless remain in
place; whereas, therefore, it will be
,necessary to provide for further market
liberalization including in particular a
reduction in the barriers to the supply of
electricity by producers to customers;
whereas the precise details of this third
phase, which should complete the· internal
electricity market, can only be defined· in
the light of experience during the second
phase; whereas . the Commission must
therefore report to the Council and the
European Parliament on the application of
this Directive before the end of this
·second phase; ·

Whereas the present Directive does not Whereas this Directive does not affect the
prejudice the application of the rules 'of application of the rules of the T~eaty,
.
.
'the Tr:eaty, · .. '·
.

. ~ ~ ,; <··
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HAS ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE:

HAVE ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE:

Chapter I

Chcmter I
Scope and definitions

ARTICLE I

ARTICLE 1

This Directive establishes common rules
for the access to the market and for the
criteria and procedures to be used when
licensing the generation, transmission and·
distribution of electricity and for the
operation of the interconnected system.

This Directive establishes common rules
for the production, transmission and
distribution of electricity. It lays down
the rules relating to the organisation and
functioning of the electricity sector,
access to the market, the criteria and
procedures applicable to calls for tender
and the granting of licences, together
with the operation of systems.

ARTICLE 2

ARTICLE 2

For the purposes of this Oirective:

For the purposes of this Directive:

1.

"Generation" shall mean
production of electricity.

the

1.

"generation" means the production of
·
·

electricity~

2.

"Producer" shall mean a legal or· 2.
natural person generating electricity
for his own use or for sale.

"producer" means a legal or natural
person generating electricity for his
own use or for sale~

3.

"Transmission" shall mean the J.
transport of electricity on the ,
highvoltage interconnected system in
view of its delivery to customers.

"transmission" means the transport
of electricity on the highvoltage
interconnected system in view of its
delivery to final customers or to
distributors~

4.

"Distribution" shall mean the transport 4.
of electricity on lowervoltage
distribution systems iri view of its
delivery to cstomers.

"distribution" means the transport of
electricity on lowervoltage
distribution systems in view of its
delivery to customers~

5.

"Customers" shall mean wholesale or 5.
final purchasers of electricity ..

"customers" means wholesale or
final purchasers of electricity~
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6.

"Interconnectors" shall mean 6.
equipment used to link electricity.
systems.

"final customer" means the customer
buying electricity for his own use;

7.

"interconnected system" shall mean a
number of transmission and
distribution systems linked together
by means of one or more
interconnectors.

7.

"latge industrial consumer" means a
final customer whose consumption
exceeds 100 GWh per year or a
.lower quantity as may be specified
by the Member State;

8.. "Direct line" shall mean a line
linkingone or more customers. with a
point of supply without using ·the
interconnected system.

8.

"interconnectors" means equipment
used to link electricity systems;

"Econofuic''·precedence•r shall mean 9.
the. ranking of sources of electricity
supply in accordance with economic
criteria.

"interconnected system" means a
number of transmission and
distribution systems linked together
by means of one or more
interconnectors;

9.

;-.

10. "European specification" shall mean
acommon technical specification, or a
European standard, or a national
standard implementing a European
standard.

10. "direct line" means a line linking
one or more customers with a point
of supply. without usmg, .. the
interconnected system;

11. "European standard" shall mean a 11. "economic precedence" me.ans the
standard approved by the European
ranking of sources of electricity
Committee for Standardization (CEN)
supply in accordance with economic
or by the European Committee for ·
criteria;
Electrotechnical
Standardization
(CENELEC) as a "European Standard
(EN)" or "Harmonization Document
(HD)", according to the common rules
of those organisations.
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12. 11 Common technical specification 11 12. "European specification" means a
shall mean a technical requirement
common technical specification, or a
drawn up in accordance with a
European standard, or a national
procedure recognized by the Member
standard implementing a. European
States with a view to uniform
standard;
application in all Member States and
published in the Official Journal of '
the European Communities.
13. 11 Ancillary services 11 shall mean all 13. nEuropean standard" means a
services necessary for the operation of
standard approved by the European
a transmission or distribution system
Committee for Standardization
such as meeting load characteristics,
(CEN) or by the European
frequency control, voltage control,
Committee for Electrotechnical
reserve power etc..
Standardization (CENELEC) as a
"European Standard (EN)" or
"Harmonization Document (HD)",
according to the common rules of
those organisations;
14. 11 System user" shall mean any legal or
natural person supplying to or being
supplied by a transmtsston · or
distribution system.
This shall
include producers, system operators,
~wners of independent transmission
and distribution lines, distribution
companies and other customers.·

14. ''common technical specification"
means a technical requirement drawn
up in accordance with a procedure
recognized by the Member States
with a view to uniform application
in all Member States and published
in the Official Journal of the
European Communities;

15. "Supplier" shall mean a legal or
natural person supplying electricity to
customers.

15. "ancillary services" means all
services necessary for the operation
of a transmission or distribution
system such as
meeting load
characteristics, frequency control,
voltage control, reserve power etc.;

16. 11 Supply" shall mean the delivery or
sale of electricity to customers.

16. "system user" means any legal or
natural person supplying to or being
supplied by a transmission or
distribution system;
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17. "Vertically integrated electricity 17. "supplier" means a legal or natural
person supplying electricity to
undertaking" shall mean an electricity
undertaking performing two or more
customers;
of the tasks of generation,
transmission and distribution of
electricity.
',
18. "supply" means the delivery or sale
of electricity to customers;
19. ·' "verticalJy integrated electricity
·undertaking" means an ·electricity
undertaking performing two or more
·of the tasks of production,
transmission and distribution · of
electricity:
20. "independent producer" means a
producer who does not carry out
electricity transmission or
distribution functions on the territory ·
covered by the system where ·he is
estabiished;
··
21.. "autoproducer" means an
independent producer who prodtices
electricity essenti3;lly for his own
use .
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Chapter II

Chapter II

Access to the market

· General rules for the organisation of the
sector

ARTICLE 3

ARTICLE 3

1. Member States shall ensure that
electricity undertakings are operated on
commercial principles and shall not
discriminate between these
undertakings as regards either rights or

1. Member States shall ensure that,
without prejudice to paragraph 2,
electricity undertakings are operated
on commercial principles and shall not
discriminate between these
undertakings as regards either rights
or obligations.

obligations~

2. Electricity undertakings shall in
particular be free to adjust the nature of
their business to the market and to
establish within the Community
activities in fields associated with the
electricity business.
3. Without prejudice to Article 16(2),
Member States shall not establish,
approve, influence or regulate tariffs or
prices to customers in respect of the
volume for which these customers
exercise their right to purchase and to
be supplied or to contract to purchase
and to be supplied through the
transmission and distribution system in
accordance with Articles 6 and 7.
2. Member States may, in accordance
with Community law, impose public
service ' obligations on undertakings
operating in the electricity sector as
regards the security, regularity, quality
and price of supplies.
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ARTICLE 4
1. Member States shall allow
undertakings established in the
Community to build, operate, purchase ·
or sell generating installations which
are located on their territory and ·
which are intended for the generation
of electricity destined for own use or
for sale subject only to criteria and
procedures for authorization to be
established in accordance with
paragraphs 2 to 6.
2. Member States shall lay down the
criteria which shall be met by an
undertaking applying for a licence to
build or operate a generating
installation. The criteria shall be
objective and nondiscriminatory.
They shall be published not later than
six months after the date laid down in
Article 28.
The criteria shall relate exclusively to:
security and safety of the
installation;
- en vi ronm ental protection
w

requirements~

- land use and siting;
the technical and financial capacity
of the applicant undertaking.
However, Member States may, for
reasons of environmental policy or of
security of supply, supplement these
criteria by criteria restricting the nature
of the primary energy source that may
be used for the generation of electricity.
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3. Member States shall lay down and
publish, not later than six months
after the date laid down in Article 28,
the procedures to be followed by an
undertaking applying for a licence to·
build and operate generating
installations. The procedures shall be
non-discriminatory.
The procedures may vary according to
the nature of the primary energy
source to be used and the technical
type of the generating installations. In
the case of major installations, a
licence may be granted for each
successive phase of construction.
4. Member States shall ensure that the
criteria and procedures are applied in a
manner which is non-discriminatory
and that all applications are handled in·
a timely manner.
Any change to the criteria and
procedures made during the course of
an application shall be applied in a
non discriminatory manner to all
applicants whose applications are
under consideration.
5. Member States may attach conditions

and requirements to the licence
provided that such conditions and
requirements are non-discriminatory
and are no more restrictive than is
necessary to ensure that the criteria are
respected.
6. Member States shall ensure that the
reasons for any refusal to grant a
licence are given to the applicant and
shall establish a procedure enabling
the applicant to appeal against such
refusals.
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ARTICLE 5
1. Member States shall grant licences to
build or operate electricity ...
transmission or distribution lines and'
associated equipment on their territory· ·
in accordance with the provisions of
paragraphs 2 to 8.
2. Member States shall lay down ·the
criteria which shall be met by an
undertaking applying for a licence to
build or operate a transmission or·
distribution line. The criteria shall be
objective
and non-discriminatory.
They shall be published not later than
six months after the date laid down in
Article 28.
The criteria shall relate exclusively to: '
- security and safety of lines and
associated equipment~
- environmental protectioni
requirements~

- land use and siting;
- public ground use~
- technical and financial capacity of'
the applicant undertaking.
3. Member States may refuse or defer the ---grant of a licence, if the transmission
or distribution requirements concerned
can
be satisfied by the existing
transmission and distribution capacities
available in the interconnected system
at a reasonable and equitable price.
4. Member States shall lay down and
publish not later than six months after
the date laid down in Article 28, the
procedures to be followed by an
undertaking applying for a licence to
build or operate transmission and
distribution lines.
The procedures
shall be non-discriminatory.
. . 26

5. Member States shall ensure that the
criteria and procedures are applied in a
manner which is non-discriminatory
and that all applications are handled
without delay.
Any change to the criteria and
procedures made during the course of
an application shall be applied in a
non-discriminatory manner to all
applicants whose applications are
under consideration.
6. Any

right to expropriate private
. property or any right to use public
ground shall be granted in a nondiscriminatory manner.
In so far as the public interest is taken
into consideration when granting a
right of expropriation or a right to use
public ground, a line shall be deemed
of public interest if:

.,

(i) the line is necessary to meet
transmission or distribution
requirements which cannot be met by
the existing systems; or
(ii) a substantial part of the capacity of the

line is either open for use by third
parties, or made available to the
public, at a reasonable and equitable
pnce.
7. Member States may attach conditions

and requirements to the licence,
provided that such conditions and
requirements are non-discriminatory
and are no more restrictive than is
necessary to ensure that the criteria are
respected.
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8. Member States shall ensure that the
reasons for any refusal to grant a
licence are given to the applicant and
shall establish a procedure enabling
the applicant to appeal against such
refusals.

ARTICLE 6

1. Subject to Article 5(1), Member States
shall ensure that electricity producers
and suppliers established in their
territory are able to supply their own
premises, subsidiaries and affiliate
companies and customers through a
direct line.
2. Subject to Article 5(1), ·Member States
shall ensure that any customer
established in their territory is able to
purchase and to be supplied with
electricity from a producer or supplier
through a direct line.

ARTICLE 7
1. Member States shall ensure that
electricity producers and suppliers
established in their territory are able:
(i) to supply their own premises,
subsidiaries and affiliate companies in
the same Member State or in another
Member State through the use of the
interconnected system, subject to the
conclusion of agreements with the
relevant transmission and distribution
system operators pursuant to Articles
14 and 21 respectively;

(ii) to supply or to contract to supply

customers in the same Member State
or in another Member State, through
the use of the interconnected system,
subject to the conclusion of
agreements with the relevant
transmission and distribution system
operators pursuant to Articles 14 and
21 respectively.

,,

2. Member States shall ensure that any
customer established in their territory
is able to purchase and to be supplied
or to contract to purchase and to be
supplied with electricity to be
delivered from a producer or suppliers
in the same Member State . or in
another Member State, through the use
of the interconnected system, subject
to the conclusion of agreements with
the relevant transmission and
distribution system operators pursuant .
to Articles 14 and 21 respectively. A
Member State may limit such use of
the interconnected system:
- to companies for the supply of sites
the overall individual consumption of
which exceeds 100 GWh per year or
such lower figure as may be specified
·
by the Member State~
- to distribution companies, individually
or in association, whose individual or
aggregated sales represent at least 3%
of overall consumption in the Member
State concerned or such lower figure
as may be specified by the Member
State.
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Chapter

Chapter III

m

Production and transmission

Transmission system operation

ARTICLE 4
Member

States shall determinet m
with . Community law, the .
public service obligations referred to in
Article 3(2) assigned to productiOn _and
transmission companies.

ac~ordance

ARTICLE 5
· 1. Member States must authorize the
construction on their territory of
production and transmission capacity
on the basis. of objective, transparent
and non-discriminatory criteria and
procedures la~d down in Article 7 ..
2. Member States which do not wish to
use. the authorization procedure
referred .to in paragraph I shall draw
up an inventory of the new means of
production and transmission including
replacement capacity, in accordance
with the annual estimate referred to in
Article 11. The inventory shall take
account of the needs of systems for
interconnection.·
The requisite capacity shall be
allocated by means of a .tender
procedure organized in accordance
with the procedure laid down in
Article 6.
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3. However, autoproducers and
independent producers must be
authorised, also in Member States
which have opted for the tender
procedure provided in paragraph 2, to
construct production capacity and
electricity lines on the basis of
objective, transparent and nondiscriminatory criteria laid down in
Article 7.

ARTICLE 6
1. The invitation to tender designed to
allocate production capacity shall
cover the making available of new or
existing production capacity, making
use, if necessary, of interconnected
systems.
2. Details of the tender procedure· for
means of production and transmission
shall be published in the Official
Journal of the European Communities
at least six months prior. to the date on
which the contract is to be awarded.
The tender specifications shall be
made available to any interested
undertaking established on the
territory of a Member State so that it
has sufficient time in which to submit
a tender.
3. The tender specifications shall contain
a description of the procedure to be
followed by all tenderers and an
exhaustive list of the criteria
governing the selection of tenderers
and the award of the contract. These
criteria shall be objective and nondiscriminatory.
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4. The tender procedure shall be
organised by the public authorities or
.bY an independent entity appointed for
this purpose.

ARTICLE 7
The criteria for granting the
authorizations referred to in Article 5(1)
and (3) relate to :
the safety and security of installations
and associated equipment;
protection of the environment;
land occupation and the selection of
sites;
use of public ground;
the technical and financial
capabilities of the enterprises.
These criteria may be supplemented by
the taking into account of the nature of
the primary sources to be used for the
authorization of the construction of
production capacities.
The detailed criteria and the procedures
shall be made public.
Applicants shall be informed of the
reasons, which must be objective and
non-discriminatory, for any refusal to
grant an authorization; a reason for
refusal may be an infringement by the
applicant of public service obligations.
Appeal procedures must be made
available to the applicant.

12
(5)

ARTICLE 8

ARTICLE 8

1. Member States shall designate or shall · 1. Member· States shall designate or shall
require the undertakings which own
require the undertakings which own
transmiSSion .systems (including
transmission systems to designate, fpr a
period of a least fifteen years, a system
electrical lines forming part thereof) or.
are responsible for system control or
operator, charged with operating· and
for dispatch to designate a system
ensuring the maintenance and
operator, which has the obligation to
development of the transmission system
operate and to ensure the maintenance
in a given area and its interconnectors
and development of the transmission
with other systems.
system in a given area and its
interconnectors with other systems.

2. Member

States shall lay down
provisions requiring the transmission
system to be operated separately from
the generation and distribution divisions
of any
integrated electricity
undertakings and from any generation ·
and distribution undertakings.

.2. Unless the transmission system is
already independant from . production
and distribution activities, the system
operator
shall . be
at least
administratively independent from the
other activities relating to the
transmission system. The fees for the
use of the lines and installations needed
for transit shall be paid to ·their
. proprietors.
I

J. Member States shall ensure that the
transmission system operator acts in
· accordance with Articles 9 to 15.

.

3. Member States shall ensure that the
transmission system operator acts in
accordance with the provisions of
Articles 9 to 14.
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ARTICLE 9

ARTICLE 9

1. The transmission system operator shall 1. · The system operator shall be
·maintain a secure, reliable and efficient
· responsible for managing energy flows
·· ' on the system, taking into· account
· · dectricity system in its area.
exchanges with interconnected systems.
· It shall maintain a secure, reliable and
efficient electricity system in its area.

2. The transmission system operator shall
refrain from buying or selling
electricity, except in cases where such
transactions are related to:
- ancillary services referred
paragraph 4 of this Article;

to

m.

- electricity produced by generating
installations referred to in Article 13(4).
.3. The transmission .system ~operator 'shall .
... .-.use. its best endeavours to develop the
.: transmission system and to achieve the
- expeditious . construction of such new
transmission capaCity as may be needed
to enable the transmission capacity to
adjust to the demand for the use of that
capacity.
4. The transmission system· operator· shall 2. The system operator shall take all
necessary steps to ensure the
take all necessary steps to ensure the
. availability of all ancillary services
availability of all ancillary services
necessary to maintain a high level of
necessary to maintain a high level of
reliability and security of the electricity
reliability and security of the electricity .
system.
system.
3. Without prejudice to the provisions of
paragraphs 1 and 2, Member States
may grant the system operator any
powers they regard as essential to the
proper functioning of the system.
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5. The transmission system operator shall 4. The system operator shall ensure the
ensure the availability of metered
availability of metered operational data
operational data and provide interested
and provide interested parties with all
parties with all infonnation necessary
infonnation necessary for settlement
for settlement and payment.
and payment.
6. The transmission system operator shall 5. The system operator shall not
not discriminate between users · or
discriminate between users or classes
classes of users of the system or
of users of the system and any of the
between users of the system and any of
system operator's affi.liates or
the system operator's other businesses,
shareholders.
any businesses affiliated to it, or any of
its shareholders.

ARTICLE 10

ARTICLE 10

1. The transmission system operator shall
provide to the operator of any other
· system with which its system
is
interconnected sufficient infonnation to
ensure the secure and efficient
operation and · the coordinated
development of the interconnected
system.

1. The system operator shall provide to
the operator of any other system with
which its system is interconnected
· sufficient infonnation to ensure the
· secure and efficient operation and the
coordinated d~velopment of · ·the
interconnected system.

2. The transmission system operator shall 2. The sy~tem operator shall facilitate
facilitate transfers of electricity to and
transfers of electricity to and from
. from connected systems. To that end
connected systems. To that end the
system · operator shall conclude all
the transmission system operator shall
necessary agreements with other
conclude all agreements necessary with
relevant transmission or distribution
other relevant transmission or
system operators to enable a user
distribution system operators to enable
connected to its system to use the
a user connected to its system to use
·
the interconnected sy.stem.
interconnected system.
The transmission system operator shall
fix terms for the use of interconnectors
after consultation with the system
operator of the connected system.

The system operator shall fix tenns for
the use of interconnectors after
consultation with the system operator
of the connected system.
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ARTICLE .11

ARTICLE 11

The transmission system operator shall
prepare and publish an annual estimate on
the generation capacity which is likely to
be connected to the system, and on the
demand for electricity. The estimate shall
cover a period of at least 10 years,
beginning from the year in which it is
prepared.

The system operator shall draw up and
publish an annual estimate on the
. generation and transmission capacity
which is likely to be connected to the
system, on the need for interconnections
with other systems, on the potential
tran::;mission capacity, and on the demand
for electricity. The estimate shall cover a
period of at least 10 years, beginning
from the year in which it is prepared.

ARTICLE 12

ARTICLE 12

1. Within a period not exceeding one year
from the date laid down in Article 28,
the transmissio~ system operator shall
.. d~y~lqp and publish Technical Rules,
which shall · establish
the minimum
.
technical design and operational
requirements for the connection to the
system of generating installations, final
customers' electrical installations, other
transmission or distribution systems,
and direct transmission and distribution
lines. These requirements shall. be
objective and non-discriminatory· and
not disturb the functioning of the
internal market for electricity.

1: Within a period not exceeding one year
from the date laid down in Article 28,
the system operator shall develop and
publish technical rules, which shall
establish the minimum technic~ d~sign
and operational requirements for the
connection to the system of geneniting
installations, final customers' electrical
installations, other transmission or
distribution systems, and direct
transmission and ·distribution lines.
These requirements shall ensure the
interoperatibility of systems, shall be
objective and non-discriminatory and
shall not disturb the functioning ·of the
.internal market for electricity. The
system operator shall consult the
parties concerned before
implementation of the technical rules.

'
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2.

The Technical rules shall be approved 2. The technical· rules shall be approved
by the Member States concerned,
by the Member States concerned,
which
· shall, . in accordance with
'· whi.ch shall, in accordance with
Article 8 of Council Directive
· Article 8 of Council Directive
83/189/EEc(J>, notify to the
83/189/EEC<4>, notify to the
Commission the rules in respect of
Commission the rules in respect of
performance requirements and
performance requirements and
connections.
connections.

3. The Technical Rules shall address at 3. The technical rules shall address at
least the following:
least the following:
(a) voltage and frequency performance (a) voltage and frequency performance
requirements;
requirements;
(b) conditions for

connection to the (b) conditions for connection to· the
transmission system including tariff
transmission system including tariff
metering;
metering;

(c) operatingproceduresandrequirements.

(c) operating ,_procedures
requirements.

and

4. The Technical Rules shall be defined 4.. 'I;'he technical rules shall be defined by
by reference to European
reference to European specifications
specifications where these exist.
where these exist.
In the absence of European
specifications, the Technical Rules
shall as far as possible be defined by
reference. to other standards having
currency within the Community.

In the absence of European
specifications, the technical rules shall
be defined as far as possible by
reference to other standards having
currency within the Community.

5. Technical Rules shall be complied
with, implemented and enforced by the

5. The technical rules shall be complied
with, implemented and enforced by
the system operator. In instances
where a user is subject to differing
technical rules which are applied by
two or more
transmission or
distribution system operator~. the
system operators concerned shall use
their best endeavours to resolve the
differences.

transmission system operator. In
instances where a user is subject to
differing Technical Rules which are
applied by two or more transmission
or distribution system operators, the
system operators concerned shall use
their best endeavours to resolve the
differences.
<3> OJ No L 109, 26.4.1983, p. 8.
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6. In the preparation, implementation and 6. In the preparation,. implementation and
enforcement of the Technical Rules,
enforcement of the technical rules,
there shall be no discrimination
there shall be. no· discrimination
between users or classes of users of a
· between users or classes of users of a
system except as necessary to ensure
system except as necessary. to ensure
security and quality of supply. The
security and quality of supply. . The
· Rules shall not impose unreasonable
rules shall not impose unreasonable
requirements or unduly inhibit access
requirements or unduly inhibit access
to the system.
to the system.
ARTICLE l3.

ARTICLE 13

1. The transmission system operator shall

1. . The

system operator shall · be
responsible for dispatching. · the
generating installations in its area and
for determining
the use of
interconnectors with other systems.

be ' responsible for dispatching the
generating installations in its area and
the use of
for determining
interconnectors with other systems.

2 .. The dispatch of the ·generating 2. Without prejudice to the supply to
distribution companies of electricity
. installations and the use of
from their own generating · plants
interconnectors shall be determined by
directly connected to their distribution
the· transni1ss1on system operator
system, the dispatch of the generating
according to the actual needs of the
installations and the use of
system _on the basis of criteria which
interconnectors shall be determined by
are approved by the Member State
the system operator, ·as far as
concerned. The criteria shall be
contractual obligations allow,
obJective, transparent and applied in a
.non discriminatory manner and not
according to the actual needs of the
disturb the functioning of the internal
system on the basis of criteria which
market for electricity.
are approved by the Member State
concerned. The criteria shall be
objective, transparent and applied in a
non discriminatory manner and shall
.. not disturb the functioning pf the
internal market for electricity.
3. The criteria for dispatch and for use of 3. The criteria for dispatch of · the
generating installations and for the use
interconnectors shall take into account
the economic precedence of electricity
of interconnectors shall take into
· account the economic precedence ·of
from available generating installations
electricity from available generating
or interconnector transfers, the
installations or interconnecto'r transfers
technical constraints arising on the
and the technical constraints arising on
system and. ariy measure taken by a
Member State pursuant to paragraph 5.
the system.
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4. When dispatching generating 4. When dispatching generating
installations in its area the
installations the system operator may
transmission system operator shall
give priority to generating installations
giv~ priority to generating installations
using .reneweble energy sources or
whose capacity does not exceed 25
waste or producing combined heat and
Megawatts provided that these
power.
The electricity sold or
installations use renewable energy
purchased by these installations shall
sources or waste or produce combined
be priced in accordance with .the
heat and power and are offered at
guidelines laid down in
reasonable prices.
recommendation 3(c) of Council
Recommendation 88/611/EEC<5>.

5. A Member State may, for reasons of
security of supply, direct that priority
be given to the dispatch of generating
installations using indigenous primary
fuel sources, to an extent not
exceeding in any calendar year 20% of
the overall primary energy necessary ·
to produce the electricity consumed in
the Member State concerned. This
.figure shall be progressively reduced
to 15% by 31 December 2000:·

ARTICLE 14

1. System users and prospective system
users may apply to the transmission
system operator to enter into an
agreement for connection to and/or use
of the interconnected system.

5
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. 2. In response to such an application, the
transmission system operator shall·
propose an agreement for connection
to and/or use of the interconnected
system.
The transmission system
operator may, however, refuse to make
a proposal for an agreement for use of ·
the system if such use would prejudice
the transmission of electricity in
fulfilment· of any statutory obligation
or of contractual commitments. The
reasons for any refusal shall be given
to the applicant.
All applications shall be handled in a
timely manner and a response shall, in
any event, . be given within three
months following receipt of the
application.
3. The proposal for an agreement shall ---include terms relating to an obligation
on the part of the transmission system
operator:
(i) to accept into the relevant system at
such entry point · or points such
quantities of electricity as may be
specified in the application~ and/or
(ii) to enable the delivery to be made of

such quantities of electricity as are
referred to in (i) above (less any
transmission losses) at such exit point
or points on the relevant system as
may be specified in the application.
4. The transmission system operator
shall, on request and at a reasonable
charge, make available to a potential
user, a statement of opportunities for
electricity transactions involving the
use of th'e system and of· . its
interconnectors.

lSI

This statement of opportunities shall
contain sufficient information . to
enable a potential user to make a
reasonable assessment of those
·opportunities.
5. The transmission system operator shall
publish the basis upon which the terms
for connection to and use of the
system and its interconnectors will be
set. The publication shall contain
sufficient information to enable a
potential user to make a reasonable
assessment of the charges that would
be. payable for electricity transactions
involving the use of the system and of
its interconnectors.
6. The basis upon which the transmission
system operator's terms are set shall be
such that the charges that would be
payable are reasonably related to the
long term costs incurred in the
provision of the relevant service,
together with a reasonable rate of
return on capital employed in the
provision of that service.
7. The transmission system operator shall
not discriminate between any persons
or classes of persons in the terms for a
connection to its system or for the use
of its system and interconnectors.
8. The contractual right of use of the
interconnected system shall be lost if
the transmission capacity is not used .
If capacities are partly unused the
same shall apply to the unused part of
the capacity.
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ARTICLE 15

ARTICLE 14

The transmission system operator shall
preserve the confidentiality of
commercially sensitive information
obtained in the course of carrying out its·
business.

The transmission system operator shall
preserve the confidentiality of
commercially sensitive information
obtained in the course of carrying out its
business.

..
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Chapter IV

Cha,pter IV

Distribution system operation

Distribution system operation

ARTICLE 16

ARTICLE 15

1. Member States shall define the rights
and the public service obligations of
distribution companies and the rights
and obligations of their customers.

1. Member States· shall determine, in
accordance with Community law, the
rights and the public service
obligations referred to in Article 3(2),
of distribution companies and the
rights and obligations of their
customers.

2. Member States may lay upon
distribution companies an obligation to
supply the customers located in a given
area, with respect to the volume for
which they do not exercise their right,
or do not have the right to be supplied
by other suppliers in accordance with
:Articles 6 and 7. Without prejudice to
Article 3(3), the tariff for such supplies
may be regulated, for instance· to ensure
equal treatment of the customers
concerned.

2. Member States may tmpose, on
distribution companies, an obligation
to supply the customers located in a
given area.
The tariff for such
supplies may be regulated, for
instance to ensure equal treatment of
the customers concerned.
....

3. Member States shall establish rules:
on the procedure to be followed by
customers who wish to terminate
supply by the distribution company, in
particular as regards the minimum
notice period for termination, which
shall not exceed three months;
- on the procedure to be followed by
customers who wish to resume supply
from the distribution company, in
particular on the minimum notice
period for resumption, which shall not
exceed six months.
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4. Member States shall designate or shall 3. Member States shall designate or shall
require undertakings which own or are
require undertakings which own or are
responsible for distribution systems
responsible for distribution systems
(including electrical lines forming part
(including electrical lines forming part
·thereof) to designate a distribution
thereof)
to designate a· system,
system operator, which has the
op.erator, charged with operating and
obligation to operate and to ensure the
ensuring the maintenance and
maintenance and development of the
development of the distribution system
in
a given area and its interconnectors
distribution system in a given area and
with other systems.
its interconnectors with other systems.
5. Member States shall ensure that the 4. Member States shall ensure that the
distribution system operator acts in
distribution system operator acts m
accordance with Articles 17 to 22.
accordance with Articles 16, 17 and
18.

ARTICLE 17

ARTICLE 16 ·

1. The distribution system operator shall
maintain a secure, reliable and efficient
electricity distribution system in its
area.

l. The system operator shall maintain a
· secure, reliable and efficient electricity
distribution system in. its area, while
respecting people's health and 'the
:environment.

2. The distribution system operator shall 2. The system operator shall be required
to fulfil the public service obligations
use its best endeavours to develop the
··
assigned to it.
distribution system and to achieve the
expeditious construction of such new
distribution capacity as may be needed
to enable the distribution capacity to
adjust to the demand for the use of that
capacity.
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3. The system operator shall use its best
endeavours to encourage the optimum
use of existing capacity and to ensure
the expeditious construction of such
new distribution capacity as may be
needed to enable capacity to adjust to
demand.
3. The distribution system operator shall
ensure the availability of metered
operational data and provide interested
parties with all information necessary
· for settlement and payment.
4. The distribution system operator shall 4. The system operator shall not
not discriminate between users or
·.discriminate between users or classes
classes of users of the system or
of users of the system and any of the
system · operator's affiliates or
between users of the system and any of
shareholders.
the system operator's other businesses,
any businesses affiliated to it, or any of
its shareholders.

ARTICLE 18

1. The distribution system operator shall
provide to the operator of any system
with which its system
is
interconnected sufficient information to
ensure the secure and efficient
operation and the coordinated
development of the interconnected
electricity system.
2. The distribution system operator shall
cooperate with other relevant system
operators to define all the necessary
agreements for the use of the
interconnected system applied for by a
user connected to its system.
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The distribution system operator shall in
particular determine the terms for the use
of the interconnectors after consultation
with. the system operator of the connected
system.

ARTICLE 19

ARTICLE 17

1. The distribution system operator shall
prepare annually a report on the quality
of supply and the quality of service.
The report shall be brought to the
attention of the authority competent for
the distribution area concerned,· and
·those competent .for the .neighbouring
areas; and shall be made available to
the Member State and the SOEC upon
request.

l. The system operator shall draw ·up
and publish ·an annual report on .the
quality of supply and the quality of
service.

2. The Commission shall establish the 2. The Commission shall establish the
appropriate criteria for the content of · appropriate criteria for the content of
the reports in order to ensure their
the reports in order to ensure _their
comparability on Community level.
comparability at Community level.

ARTICLE 20
1. Within a period not exceeding one year
from the date laid down in Article 28, the
· distribution system operator shall develop·
and publish Technical Rules, which shall
establish the minimum design and ·
operational technical requirements for the
connection to the system of generating
installations,' customers electrical
installations, transmission and other
distribution systems and direct
transmission and distribution lines. These
requirenients shall be objective and nondiscriminatory and not disturb the
functioning of the internal market for
electricity.
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2. The Technical Rules shall be approved
by the Member State concerned which
shall, in accordance with Article 8 of
Dir~ctive 83/189/EEC notify to the
Commission the rules in respect of
performance requirements and
connections.
3. The Technical Rules shall address at
least the following:
(a) voltage and frequency performance
requirements;
(b) conditions for connection to and
operation of the distribution system
including tariff metering;
(c) operating procedures and requirements.
4. The Technical Rules shall be defined
by reference to European
specifications where these exist.
In the absence of European
specifications, the Technical Rules
shall as far as possible be defined by
reference to other standards having
currency within the Community.
5. Technical Rules shall be complied
with, implemented and enforced by the
distribution system operator. In
instances where a user is subject to
differing Technical Rules which are
applied by two or more transmission
or distribution system operators, the
system operators concerned shall use
their best endeavours to resolve the
differences.
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6. In the preparation, implementation and
enforcement of the Technical Rules,
there shall be no discrimination
between users or classes of users of a
system except as necessary to ensure
security and quality of supply. The
Rules shall not impose unreasonable
requirements or unduly inhibit access
to the system.
ARTICLE 21
1. System users and prospective system
users may apply to the distribution
system operator to enter into an
agreement for connection to and/or use
of the interconnected system.
2. In response to such an application, the
distribution system operator shall
propose an agreement, for connection
to and/or use of the interconnected
system.
The distribution system
operator may, however, refuse to make
a proposal for an agreement for use of
the system if such use would prejudice
the distribution of electricity in
fulfilment of any statutory obligation or
of contractual commitments. The
reasons for any refusal shall be given
to the applicant.
All applications shall be handled in a
timely manner and a response shaH, in
any event, be given within three
months following receipt of the
application.
3. The proposal for an agreement shall
include terms relating to an obligation
on the part of the distribution system
operator:
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(i) to accept into the relevant system at
such entry point· or points such
quantities of electricity as may be
specified in the application; and/or
(ii) to enable the delivery to be made of
such quantities of electricity as are
referred to in (i) (less any distribution
losses) at such exit point or points on
the relevant system as may be
specified in the application.
4. The distribution system operator shall,
on request and at a reasonable charge,
make available to a potential user, a
statement of opportunities for
electricity transactions involving the
use of the system and of its
interconnectors.
This statement of opportunities shall
contain sufficient information to
enable a potential user to make a
reasonable assessment of those
opportunities.
5. The distribution system operator shall
publish the basis upon which the terms
for connection to and/or use of the
system and its interconnectors will be
set. The publication shall contain
sufficient information to enable a
potential user to make a reasonable
assessment of the charges that would
be payable for electricity transactions
involving the use of its system and of
its interconnectors.
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6. The basis upon which the distribution
system operator's terms are set shall be
such that the charges that would be
payable are reasonably related to the
long term costs incurred in the
provision of the relevant service,
together with a reasonable. rate of
return on the capital employed in the
provision of that service.
7. The distribution system operator shall
not discriminate between any persons
or classes of persons in the terms of a
connection to its system or for the use
of the system and interconnectors.
8. The contractual right of use of the
interconnected system shall be lost if
the distribution capacity is not used.
If capacities are partly unused, the
same shall apply to the unused part of
the capacity.

ARTICLE 22

ARTICLE 18

The distribution system operator shall
preserve. the confidentiality of
commercially sensitive information
obtained in the course of carrying out its
·
business.

The distribution system operator shall
preserve the confidentiality of
commercially sensitive information
obtained in the course of carrying out its
business.
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Chapter V

Chapter V

Unbundling and transparency of accounts

Unbundling and transparency of
accounts

ARTICLE 23
Member States shall make the necessary
arrangements for ensuring that vertically
integrated electricity undertakings organize
their electricity generation, transmission
and distribution activities - as the case
may be - in as many separate divisions as
there are activities. Any State aid granted
to one division may not benefit another
division.
ARTICLE 19
Member States or any, competent
authority they designate shall have right
of access to the accounting documents of
production, transmission or · distribution
companies which they must consult in
carrying out their checks.
ARTICLE 24

ARTICLE 20

shall take the
1. Member States shall take the necessary 1. Me!Dber States
necessary steps to ensure that the
steps to ensure that the accounts of
accounts of electricity undertakings
electricity undertakings are drawn up in
are drawn up in accordance with
accordance with paragraphs 2 to 7.
paragraphs 2 to 6.
2. Vertically integrated undertakings shall, 2. Vertically integrated undertakings
in their internal accounting, keep
shall, in their internal accounting,
separate accounts for each division
keep separate accounts for their
production, transmission and
established in accordance with Article
distribution activities, as they would
23, as they would be required to do if
the activities in question were carried
be required to do if the activities in
out by separate companies, and shall
question. were carried out by- separate
publish a balance sheet and a profit and
companies, and
shall publish a
loss account for each. division in their
balance sheet and a profit and loss
annual ·management report.
account for each activity in their
annual management report.
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3. Electricity undertakings, whatever thier
system of ownership or legal form,
shall draw up, publish and submit to
audit their annual accounts m
accordance with the rules of national
legislation · concerning the annual
· accounts· of limited liability companies
adopted · to implement Council
Directive 78/660/EEC<4). Undertakings
which are not legally obliged to
publish their annual accounts shall
hold a copy of these at the disposition
of the public in their head office.

3 .. Electricity undertakings, whatever
thier system of ownership or legal
form, shall draw up, publish and
submit to audit their annual accounts
m accordance with the rules of
national law concerning the annual
accounts of limited liability
compantes adopted to implement
Council Directive 78/660/EEC<6).
Undertakings which are not iegally
obliged to publish their annual
accounts shall hold a copy of these at
the disposition of the public in their
head office.

4. In addition, the accounts of electricity
distribution undertakings and the
accounts of the distribution division of
vertically integrated undertakings shall
distinguish between: ·
(a) electricity supply costs from
distribution costs and other charges;
(b) sales of electricity for industrial
purposes from . sales for other
purposes.
5. Undertakings shall specify in notes to 4. Undertakings shall specify in notes to
the annual accounts the rules for the
the annual accounts the rules for the
allocation of charges which they
allocation of charges which they
follow in drawing up the separate
follow in drawing up the separate
accounts pursuant to · paragraph 2.
accounts pursuant to paragraph 2.
These rules may be amended only in
These rules may be amended only in
exceptional cases. Such amendments
exceptional cases. Such amendments
must be mentioned in the annual
must be mentioned in the annual
report and must be duly substantiated.
management report must be duly
substantiated.
6. The depreciation rules applied to the 5. The depreciation rules applied to the
different categories of fixed assets
different categories of fixed assets
shall appear separately in the notes
shall appear separately in the notes
among the rules of valuation.
among the rules of valuation.

4

<>

OJ No L 222, 14.8.1978, p. 11.

<6)
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OJ No L 222, 14.8.1978, p. 11.

7. The annual accounts shall indicate in 6. The annual accounts shall indicate in
notes any important transaCtion
notes
any important transaction
conducted with associated
conducted with associated
undertakings within the meaning of
undertakings within the meaning of
Article 33 of Council Directive
Article 33 of CouncH Directive
83/349/EEc<s>, or affiliated
83/349/EEC''>, or affiliated
undertakings or undertakings which
undertakings or undertakings which
belong to the same owner.
belong to the same owner.

(S)

.

OJ No L 193, 18.7.1983, p. 1.

m OJ No L 193, 18.7.1983, p. 1.
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Chapter VI
Access to the system
ARTICLE 21

1. Member States shall
necessary measures for:
i)

take

the

electricity producers and transmitters
either inside or outside the territory
covered by the system to be able to
negotiate access to the system so as
to conclude supply contracts with
final customers who are large
industrial consumers and with
distributors on the basis of voluntary
commercial agreement;

ii) electricity producers to be able to
negotiate access to the system so as
to supply their own premises,
subsidiaries and affiliate companies
in the same Member State or in
another Member State, by means of
the interconnected system;
iii) producers outside the territory
covered by the system to be able to
conclude a supply contract following
a call for tender for new production
capacities, and to have access to the
system to perform the contract.

2.
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Where the industrial consumer is
connected to the distribution system,
access to the system must be the
subject of negotiation with the
distribution company managing the
system to which the consumer is
connected. Similarly access to the
transmission system must be
negotiated with the system operator
concerned.

(See Art. 6)

3.

Member States shall ensure that the
parties negotiate in good faith and
that none of them abuses its
negotiating position by preventing the
successful outcome of those
negottattons. The system operator
may refuse access where the contract
in question would prevent him from
carrying out the public service
obligations referred to in Article 3(2)
which are assigned to him.

4.

Member States shall designate a
competent authority, which must be
independent of the parties, to settle
disputes relating to the contracts and
negotiations in question. Recourse to
this authority shall be had without
prejudice to the exercise of rights of
appeal under Community law.

ARTICLE 22
1.

Member States shall ensure that all
the producers and suppliers of
electricity established in their
territory are able, subject to Article
7, to supply their own premises,
subsidiaries and customers through a
direct line.

2. Member States shall ensure that any

customer established in their territory
is able to purchase and to be supplied
with electricity by a producer or
supplier through a direct line, subject
to Article 7.
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Chapter VI

Chapter VII

Final provisions

Final provisions

ARTICLE 25

ARTICLE 23

In the event of a sudden crisis in the
energy market and where physical safety
or security of persons, apparatus or
installations or system integrity is
threatened, a Member State may take the
necessary protection measures.

In the event of a sudden cnsts m the
energy market and where the physical
· safety or security of persons, apparatus or
installations or system integrity is
threatened, a Member State may take the
necessary protection measures.

Such measures must cause the least
possible disturbance in the functioning of
the internal market and must not be wider
in scope than is strictly necessary to
remedy the sudden difficulties which have
arisen.

Such measures must cause the least
possible disturbance in the functioning of
the internal market and must not be wider
in scope than is strictly necessary to
remedy the sudden difficulties which
have arisen.

The Member State concerned
shall
without delay notify these measures to
the other Member States and to the
Commission, which may decide that the
Member State concerned shall amend or
abolish such measures, in so far as they
distort competition and adversely affect
trade to an extent contrary to the common
interest.

The Member State concerned
shall
without dc:1lay notify these measures to
the other Member States and to th:e
Commission, which may decide that the
Member Stat~ concerned.shall. amend or
abolish such measures, in so far as they
distort comp·etition and adversely affect
trade to an extent contrary. to the common
interest.

ARTICLE 26

ARTICLE24

Member States shall establish a dispute
resolution procedure by which the parties
can settle disputes on matters covered by
this Directive.

Member States shall establish a dispute
resolution procedure by which the parties
can settle disputes on matters covered by
this Directive in accordance with
Community rules .
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ARTICLE 27
Each Member State shall establish a
consultative procedure enabling system
users including domestic consumers in its
territory to be consulted, at least once a
year,
on matters arising under this
Directive, and in particular on the
transmiSSion and distribution system
reports established pursuant to Articles 11
and 19.

ARTICLE 25
Each Member State shall establish a
procedure enabling system users in its
territory, including domestic consumers,
auto-producers or independent producers,
the social partners and organisations for
the protection of the environment, to be
consulted, at least once a year, on matters
arising from the implementation of this
Directive, and in particular on the annual
estimate and the transmission and
distribution system reports drawn up
pursuant to Articles 11 and 17 . ,,
respectively.

ARTICLE 28
Member States shall bring into force the
laws, regulations and administrative
provisions necessary to comply with this
Directive by 31 December 1992. . They
shall forthwith inform the Commission
thereof.
When Member States adopt these
measures, these shall contain a reference
to this Directive or shall be accompanied
by such reference on the occasion of their
official publication.
The methods of
making such reference shall be laid down
by Member States.
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ARTICLE 26
~ ';

''

ARTICLE 29
The Commission shall review the
application of this Directive and make.
appropriate proposals with a view to
' establishing the internal market for
electricity.
On the basis of these
proposals the Council shall make the
necessary amendments to this Directive,
for implementation by 1 January 1996.

1.

The Commission will present a report .
to the Council and the European·
Parliament before 31 December 1995
and will attach to that report any
harmonization proposals necessary to
the effective operation of the internal
electricity market.

2.

The Council and the European
Parliament will give their views on
such proposals before 12 December
1997.

ARTICLE 27
The Commission shall review the
application of this Directive and make
appropriate proposals with a view to·
establishing the internal market for .
electricity.
On the basis of these
proposals the Council shall make the
necessary amendments to this Directive,
for implementation on 1 January 1999.
ARTICLE 28
Member States shall bring into force the
laws, regulations and administrative
provisions necessary to comply with this
Directive by 1 July 1994. They shall
immediately inform the Commission
thereof.
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When Member States adopt these
provisions, these shall contain a reference
to this Directive or shall be accompanied
by such. reference at the ·time of their
official publication. The procedure for
such reference shall be adopted by
Member States.

ARTICLE 29

'

~

This Directive shall enter into force on
the twentieth day following that of its
publication in the Official Journal of the
European Communities.

..

:. •'.

ARTICLE 30 ·

·'ARTICLE 30

This Directive is addressed to the Member This Directive
States.
Member States.

is addressed to the

i'
,l

•'

Done at Brussels,

Done at Brussels,
For the Council
.. : ..

The President

For the European Parliament
The Presidelrt
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For the Council
The President

Amended proposal for a
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND COUNCIL DIRECTIVE
concerning common rules for. the internal market in natural gas

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES,

THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN
UNION,

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the
European . Economic Community, and in
particular· Article 57(2), Article .. 66 and
Article 1OOa thereof,

Having regard to the Treaty establishing
the European Community, and in particular
Article 57(2), Article 66 and Article I OOa
thereof,

Having regard to the proposal · from . the
Commission,

Having regard to the proposal from 9,te
Commission,
. I'

In cooperation with the European.Parliament,
Having regard to the optmon of the
Economic and Social Committee,

•!'

Having regarq to the op1mon of the
Economic and Social Committee,

Whereas it is important to adopt rn.easures Whereas it is important to adopt measures
with the aim of establishing the internal with the rum of establishing the internal
market as provided for in Article 8a of the market as provided for in Article 7a of the
Treaty; whereas the internal market is to Treaty; whereas the internal market is to
comprise an area without internal frontiers in comprise an area without internal frontiers
which the free movement of goods, persons, in which the free movement of goods,
services and capital is ensured;
persons, services and capital is ensured;
Whereas the establishing of the internal
market in natural · gas 1s particularly
important both in order to increase the
efficiency of the natural gas industry, while
reinforcing the Community's security of
suppply, and in order to ensure that all users
are able to purchase natural gas on an equal
basis, thus avoiding distortion of competition
in user industries;
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Whereas the establishing of the internal
market in natural gas is · particularly
important in order to increase efficiency in
the industry of this sector, while
reinforcing the Community's security of
supply;

Whereas the establishing of the internal
market, more particularly in· the natural gas
sector, contributes to the achievement of the
objectives of the Community's energy
strategy by improving . environmental
protection and reinforcing security of supply
through the diversification of energy sources;

Whereas, irrespective of the need to
establish a common energy policy, the
establishing of the internal market in the
natural gas · sector contributes to the
achievement of the objectives of the
Community's energy strategy by improving
environmental protection and reinforcing
security of supply through the
diversification of energy sources;

Whereas the establishing of the internal
natural gas market needs to be progressive
and to be implemented in phases in order to
enable industry to adjust in a flexible . and
ordered manner to its new environment;

Whereas the establishing of the internal
natural gas market needs to be progressive
and to be implemented in phases in order
to enable industry to adjust in a flexible
and . ordered manner to its new
environ~ent;

Whereas· the establishing of the internal
market .in the natural gas sector should
favour ·the interconnection and
interoperability of systems;
Whereas Council Directives 91/296/EEC of
31 May 1991 on the transit of natural gas
through grids< 1> and 90/3 77/EEC of 29 June
1991 concerning a Community procedure to
improve the transparency of gas and
electricity prices charged to industrial end
users<2l, provide for a first phase for the
establishing of the internal natural gas
market;

Whereas~Council

Directives 91/296/EEC of
31 May. ·1991 on the transit of natural ·gas
through grids0 ~ and 90/3 77/EEC of 29 June
1991 concerning a Community procedure
to improve the transparency of gas and
electricity prices charged to industrial end
users<2>, as amended by Commission
Directive 93/87/EEC{J), provide for a first
phase for the establishing of the internal
natural gas _market;

Whereas it is now necessary to take further Whereas' it is now necessary to take further
measures with a view to the establishment of measures with a view to the establishment
of the internal market for gas;
the internal market for gas;

OJ No L 147, 12.6.1991, p. 37.
.
OJ No L 185, 17.7.1990, p. 16.
3
<> OJ No L 277, 10.11.1993, p. 32.

o> OJ No L 147, 12.6.1991, p. 37.
<2> OJ No L 185, 17.7.1990, p. 16.

(I)
(2)
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Whereas security of supply and consumer
protection entail a number of public service
obligations of general economic inter~st
which free competition, left to itself,
cannot be relied upon to fulfil;
Whereas, however, given the continuing
lack of a common energy policy, and in
the light of the need to ensure security of
supply and consumer protection, the natural
gas sector warrants special· treatment;
Whereas it is therefore necessary to
establish common rules for the licensing
by Member States of the construction and
operation of liquified natural ···gas (LNG)
terminals, transmission and distribution
lines and storage facilities and to take such
other steps as .are required in order to
ensure the effective functioning of ·the
common market;

Whereas it is therefore necessary to
establish common rules for the licensing by
Member States of the construction and
operation of liquified natural gas (LNG)
terminals, transmission and distribution
lines and storage facilities and to take such
other steps as are required in order to
ensure the effective functioning of the
common market;

Whereas.-'the ·establishing of the· internal
market for energy, more particularly in the
natural gas sector, will take into ·account
the objective of econom1c and social
cohesion;

·Whereas the establishing of the internal.
market for energy, more particularly in the
natural gas sector, will take into account
the objective of economic .and social,
cohesion, especially in such areas as that .
of infrastructure for natural gas .
transmission;

Whereas natural gas companies must, in Whereas natural gas undertakings must, in
the internal market, be able to operate on the internal market, be able to operate,
normal commercial principles;
· without prejudice to constraints connected
with public service obligations, on normal
commercial principles;.
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Whereas proVISion should be made for
customers and producerS of natural gas to
have access to the transmission and
distribution systems, LNG facilities and
storage facilities, without discrimination
and subject to the availability of capacity
and in return for reasonable remuneration;
whereas this provision may be limited
during the next phase by Member States to
large industrial companies and with regard
to distribution companies under certain
conditions;

Whereas proVISion should be made for
customers and producers of natural gas to
have access to the transmission and
distribution systems, LNG facilities and
storage facilities, without discrimination
and subject to the availability of capacity
and in return for reasonable remuneration;
whereas. this provision may be limited,
during the next phase, by Member States,
to large industrial companies and to
distribution companies;

Whereas the transmtsston grid system is Whereas the transmiSSion grid system is
controlled by transmission companies each controlled by transmission · undertakings
of which ensures the security and each of which ensures the security and
reliability of its part of the system in the reliability of its part of the system;
interest of producers,
importers and
customers; whereas each transmission
company must behave in an objective,
transparent and non-discriminatory manner
in all aspects of its operation, including the
approval of connections to the ·system and
charges paid for services provided;
Whereas gas undertakings responsible for
natural gas transmission must adjust
storage and transmission capacity to
demand;
Whereas each distribution system must be
subject to central management and control
in order to ensure the security and
reliability of the system in the interest of
suppliers and of customers; whereas a
distribution system operator should
therefore be designated and entrusted with
the management and the development of
the system; whereas the distribution system
operator must behave in an objective,
transparent and non-discriminatory manner
in all aspects of his operation, including
the approval of connections to the system,
and charges paid for services proyided;

Whereas: each distribution system must be.
subject to central management and control
in order to ensure the security and
reliability of the system in the interest of
suppliers and of customers;. whereas a
distribution system operator should
therefore be designated and entrusted with
the management and the development of
the system; whereas the distribution system
operator must behave in an objective,
transparent and non-discriminatory manner;
/
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Whereas at tlie level of distribution,
concessionary rights of local and regional
authorities or the State· may be granted;
Whereas the conditions for connection to
the transmission and distribution s}'stems,
LNG facilities and storage facilities, must
be defined by reference to European
specifications where possible or other
international standards and specifications;
Whereas principles of charging should be
clearly laid down in order to ensure fair
and transparent conditions for the use of
LNG terminals, stOrage facilities,
transmission and distribution systems;
Whereas in order to ensure transparency
and non-discrimination the transmission,
distribution and storage functions of
vertically integrated undertakings should be
operated as separate divisions with separate
accounts; whereas the accounts of all
natural gas undertakings should provide for
maximum transparency, in particular to
identify possible abuses of dominant
position, consisting for example m
abnormally high or low tariffs or in
discriminatory practices relating to
equivalent transactions;

Whereas in order to ensure transparency
and non-discrimination, separate accounts
need to be kept for the transmission,
distribution and storage functions of
·vertically integrated undertakings; whereas
the accoUnts ;of all natural gaS ·Undertakings
should provide for maximum transparency,
in particular to identify possible abuses of
a dominant position, consisting for example
in abnormally high or low tariffs or · m
discriminatory practices relating to
equivalent transactions;

Whereas it is also necessary to provide for
· access by the competent authorities to the
internal accounting documents of
undertakings without thereby
compromising commercial confidentiality;
Whereas provision must be made for Whereas provision must be made for
safeguards and dispute resolution safeguards and dispute resolution
procedures;
procedures;
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Whereas specific provision must be made
for safeguards in case of a natural gas
undertaking being in economic difficulties
because of the impossibility to respect
take-off volumes which are part of Take or
Pay obligations~

Whereas specific provision must be made
for safeguards in the case of a natural gas
undertaking being in economic difficulties
because of the impossibility to respect
take-off volumes which are part of take or
pay obligations;

Whereas, in accordance with the principle
of subsidiarity, general principles providing
for a framework must be established at
Community level, but their detailed
implementation should be left to the
Member States, thus allowing each
Member State to choose the regime which
corresponds best to its particular situation;
whereas therefore Member States should,
subject to the provisions of the Treaty and
made under the Treaty, remain free to
determine the detailed criteria for licensing
distribution lines and storage and LNG
facilities~ whereas, moreover, Member
States should be able to determine the
extent and the nature of distribution
companies' rights (including the grant of
exclusive distribution concessions in
respect of all customers below the
eligibility thresholds for access to the
transmission and distribution system) and
of their public service obligations,
including the obligation to supply, the
maintenance of system security and the
development of the system capability to
meet demand~ whereas Member States also
retain the power to regulate all aspects of
gas tariffs for final customers who are not
eligible for access to the transmission and
distribution system, for instance to ensure
equal treatment of these customers;

Whereas, in accordance with the principle
of subsidiarity, general principles providing
for a framework must be ·established at
Community level, but their detailed
impleme1;1tation should be left to the
Member States, thus allowing each
Member State to choose the regime which
corresponds best to its particular situation~
whereas therefore Member States should,
subject to· the Treaty provisions and those
made thereunder, remain free to determine
the detailed criteria for licensing
distributi9n lines and storage and LNG
facilities; whereas, moreover, Member
States should be able to determine the
extent and the nature of distribution
companies' rights (including the grant of
exclusive distribution concessions in
respect of all customers below the
eligibility thresholds for access to the
transmission and distribution system) and
of their public service obligations,
including the obligation to supply, the
maintenance of system security and the
development of the system capability to
meet demand; whereas Member States also
retain the power to regulate all aspects of
gas tariffs for final customers who are not
eligible for access to the transmission and
distribution system, for instance to ensure
equal treatment of these customers;
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Whereas these measures constitute · a
second phase of liberalisation; whereas
once they have been put into effect some
obstacles to trade in natural gas between
Member States will nevertheless· remain in
place; whereas, therefore, it . will be
necessary to provide for further market
liberalisation including . in particular a
reduction in the barriers to the supply of
natural gas by producers io ~ustomers;
whereas the precise details of this third
phase, which should comple~e the inte.mal
natural gas market, can only 'be defined' in
the light of experience during. the second
phase; whereas a three year perio4 ·is
sufficiently long to gather the experience
on which to base the definition of the third
and finai phase;

Whereas these measures constitute a
sec.ond phase of liberalisation; whereas
once they have been put into effect some
obstacJes to trade in natural gas between
Member 'States will nevertheless remain in
place; whereas, therefore, it will be
necessary to provide for further market
liberalisation including in particular a
reduction in the barriers to the supply of
natural gas by producers to customers;
whereas the precise details of this third
phase, which should complete the internal
natural gas market, can only be defined in
the light of experience during the second
phase; whereas the Commission must
therefore report to the Council and the
Ei.u-opean Parliament on the application of
this Directive before the end of this secorid
phase;

Whereas the present Directive does Q.Ot Whereas this Directive does not affect the
prejudice the application of th.e rules of the application of the rules of the Treaty.
Treaty,
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HAS ADOPTED TillS DIRECTIVE:
Chapt~r

HAVE ADOPTED TillS DIRECTIVE:
Chapter I

I

Scope and definitions

ARTICLE 1

ARTICLE 1

This Directive establishes common rules
for the access to the market and for the
c,~teria and procedures to be used when
licensing the transmission, storage and
distribution of natural gas and for the
,operation of the interconnected system.

This Directive establishes common rules
for the storage, transmission and
distribution of natural gas. It lays down
the rules relating· to the organisation and
functioning of the natural gas sector,
access to the market, the criteria and
procedur~s applicable to the granting of
licences for transmission, storage,
distribution and supply of · natural gas,
together with the operation of systems.

!·

!(RncLE 2

ARTICLE 2.·

·for the purposes of this Directive:

For the purposes of this Directive:

1.

"Transmission" shall mean the
· transport of natural gas through a
high pressure pipeline in view of its
delivery to customers.

1.

"transmission" means the transport of
natural gas through a high pressure
pipeline in view of its delivery to
final customers or to gas companies
responsible for distribution or to other
transmission companies;

.~·

"Transmission company" shall mean
any company that owns or operates a
high pressure pipeline.

2.

"gas _company" means any
undertaking carrying out all or some
of the following functions: the
purchase, storage, transm1sston,
· distribution or sale of natural gas, and.
which is responsible for the technical
or maintenance tasks related to those
functions;

"Distribution" shall mean . the 3.
transport of natural gas on local or
regional pipeline systems in view of
its delivery to customers.

"distribution" means the transp~rt of
natural gas on local or regional
pipeline systems in view of its
delivery to customers;

r

: !,

3.
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"Customers" shall mean wholesale· 4.
and final purchasers of natural gas.

"customers" means gas companies or
final customers· who purchase natural
gas;

5.

"final customer" means a consumer
purchasing natural gas for his own
consumption.

6.

"large-scale industrial consumer"
means an individual consumer whose
consumption . exceeds 25 million m3
per year or such lower figure as may
be specified by the Member State; ";:

5.

"LNG facility" shall mean temilnal 7.
which is used for the. ~andling of
liquified natural gas (LNG).

"LNG facility" means a terminhl
which ts used for the offloading,
storage and regasification of liquified
natural gas (LNG);

6.

"Storage facility" shaH mean a 8.
facility owned or operated 'by a
producer or a gas company for the
storage of gas in order to balance
supply and demand.

"storage facility" means a facility
owned or operated by a producer ot!a
gas company for the storage of gas in
order to b8.lance seasonal, daily and
hourly variations in supply and
demand;

7.

"Interconnected System" shall mean a 9.
number of · transmission and
distribution systems which are linked
with each other.

"interconnected system" means a
number of transmtsston and/or
distribution systems which are linked
with each other;

8.

"Direct line" shall mean a line linking
one or more customers with. a point
of supply without using the
interconnected system.

10. "direct line" means a line linking one
or more customers with a point of
supply without usmg the
interconnected system;

9.

"Distribution system operator" shall
mean an undertaking having the
responsibility of operating and
developing a natural gas distribution
system.

11. "distribution system operator" means

4.

a

an undertaking having the
responsibility of operating and
developing a natural gas d•stribution
system;
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10. "European specification" shall mean
a common technical specification or a
European standard, or a national
standard implementing a European
standard.

12. "European specification" means a
common technical specification or a
European standard, or a national
standard implementing a European
standard;

· 11. "European standard" shall mean a
standard approved by the European
Committee for Standardization (CEN)
or by the European Committee for
Electrotechnical Standardization
(CENELEC) as a "European Standard
(EN)" or "Harmonization Document
(HD)", according to the common
rules of those organizations.

13. "European standard., means a standard
approved by the European Committee
for Standardization (CEN) or by the
European Committee for
Electrotechnical
Standardization
(CENELEC) as a "European Standard
(EN)" or "Harmonization Document
(HD)", according to the common rules
of those organisations;

12. "Common technical specification" 14. "common technical specification"
shall mean a technical requirement
means a technical requirement drawn
up in accordance with a procedure
drawn up m accordance with a
recognized by the Member States
procedure recognized by the Member
with a view to uniform application in
States with a view to uniform
all Member States and· published in
application in all Member States and
published in the Official Journal of
the Official Journal of the European
the European Communities.
Communnities;
13. "Ancillary services" shall mean all
services necessary for the operation
of transmission or distribution
systems including m particular
storage, load balancing, blending,
reserve gas supply etc ..
14. "System user" shall mean any legal 15. "system user" means lmy legal or
natUral person supplying to or being
or natural person supplying to or
supplied by a transmission or
being supplied by a transmission or
distribution system. This shall include
distribution system. This shall include
in particular producers, importers,
in particular producers, importers,
transmission companies, distribution
transmission companies, distribution
system operators, owners of
system operators, owners of
independent transmission and
independent transmission and
distribution lines, suppliers and other
distribution lines, suppliers and other
customers.
customers;
15. "Supplier" shall mean a legal or
natural person supplying natural gas
to customers.

16. "supplier" means a legal or natural
person supplying natural gas to
customers;
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16. "Supply" shall mean the delivery and
sale of natural gas to customers.

17. "supply" means the delivery and sale
of natural gas to customers or to the
system;

17. "Vertically iqtegrated natural gas 18. "vertically integrated natural gas
company" means a natural gas
company" shall mean a natural gas
company performing two or more of
company. performing two or more of
the tasks of production, import,
the tasks of production, import,
storage, transmission and distribution
storage, transmission and distribution
of natural gas.
of natural gas.

·,.
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Chapter II

Chapter II

Access to the market

General rules for the organisation of the
sector

ARTICLE 3

ARTICLE 3

1. Member States shall ensure that natural
gas companies are operated on
commercial principles and shall not
discriminate between these
undertakings as regards either rights or
obligations.

1. Member States shall ensure that without
prejudice to paragraph 2, natural gas
undertakings are operated on
commercial principles and shall not
discriminate between these undertakings
as regards either rights or obligations.

2. Natural gas companies shall in
particular be free to adjust the nature of
their business to the market and to
establish within the Community
activities in fields associated with the
natural gas business.
3. Without prejudice to Article 14(2),
Member States. shall not establish,
approve, influence or regulate tariffs or
prices to customers in respect of the
volume for which these customers
exercise their right to purchase and to
be supplied or to contract to purchase
and to be supplied through the
transmission and distribution system in
accordance with Articles 5 and 6.
2. Member States may, in accordance with
Community law, impose public service
obligations on undertakings operating in
the natural gas sector as regards the
security, regularity, quality and price of
supplies.

ARTICLE 4

ARTICLE 4

1. Member States shall grant licences to

1. Member States shall· grant licences to
build or operate LNG facilities, storage
facilities, transmission and distribution
lines and associated equipment on their
territory, in accordance with paragraphs
2 to 8.

build or operate LNG facilities, storage
facilities, transmission and distribution
lines and' associated equipment on their
territory, in accordance with paragraphs
2 to 8.

2. Member States shall lay down the 2. Member States shall lay down the
criteria which shall be met by an
criteria which shall be met by an
undertaking applying for a licence to
undertaking applying for a licence to
build or operate LNG facilities, storage
build or operate LNG facilities, storage
facilities and
transmtsston and
facilities and
transm1ss1on and
distribution lines. The criteria shall be
distribution lines. The criteria shall be
objective and non-discriminatory and
objective and non·discriminatory. They
relate to:
shall be published not later than six
months after the date laid down in
Article 27.
The

cri~eria

shall. relate .exclu,sively to :

security and safety of lines and
associated equipment;
environmental protection
requirements;
- land use and siting;
- public ground use;
technical and financial capacity of
the applicant undertaking.

safety and security of lines and
associated equipment; .
protection of the environment;
- land occupation and the selection of
sites;
- use of public ground;
the technical and financial
capabilities of the applicant
undertaking.
The detailed criteria shall be published
at the latest six months after the date
given in Article 25.
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4.

Member States shall lay down and 3. Member States shall lay down and
publish not later than six months after
publish not later than six months after
the date laid do.wn in Article 23; the
the date laid down in Article 27, the
procedures to be followed by an
procedures to be followed by an
undertaking applying for a licence to
undertaking applying for a licence to
build or operate LNG facilities,
build or operate LNG facilities,
storage facilities and transmission and
storage facilities and transmission and
distribution lines.
The procedures
distribution lines.
The procedures
shall be non-discriminatory.
shall be non-discriminatory.

5.

Member States shall ensure that the 4.
criteria and procedures are applied in
a manner which is non-discriminatory
and that all applications are handled
without delay.

Member States shall ensure that the
criteria and procedures are applied in
a manner which is non-discriminatory
and that all applications are handled
without delay.

Any change to the criteria and
procedures made during the course of
an application shall be applied in a
non-discriminatory manner to all
applicants whose applications are
under consideration.

Any change to the criteria and
procedures made during the course of
an application shall be applied in a
non-discriminatory manner · to all
applicants whose applications are
under consideration.

6.

Any right to expropriate private
property or any right· to use public
ground shall be granted m a nondiscriminatory manner.

5.

In so far as the public interest is taken
into consideration when granting a
right of expropriation or a right to use
public ground, a line, an LNG facility
or a storage facility shall be deemed
of public interest if:

Any right to expropriate private
property or any right to use public
ground shall be granted m a nondiscriminatory manner.
In so far as the public interest is taken

into consideration when granting a
right of expropriation or a right to use
public ground, a line, an LNG facility
or a storage facility shall be deemed
of pqblic interest if:

(i) the line or the LNG facility or the (i) the line or the LNG facility or the
storage facility is necessary to meet
storage facility is necessary to meet
supply, transmission or distribution
supply, transmission or distribution
requirements which cannot be
requirements which cannot be satisfied
satisfied by the existing systems; or
by the existing systems; or
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(ii) a substantial part of the capacity of (ii) a substantial part of the capacity of
the line, of the LNG facility or of the
. the line, of the LNG facility or of the
storage facility is either open for use
storage facility is either open for use
by third parties, or made available to
by .third parties, or made available to
the public at a reasonable and
the public at a reasonable and
equitable price.
equitable price.
7. · Member States may attach conditions 6. ·Member States may attach conditions
and requirements .to the licence,
and requirements to the licence,
provided that such conditions and
provided that such conditions and
requirements are non-discriminatory
requirements are non-discriminatory
and are no more restrictive than is
and are no more restrictive than is
necessary to ensure that .t~e criteria
necessary to ensure that the criteria
are respected.
are respected.
8.

Member States shall ensure that the 7. Member States shall ensure that the
reasons for any refusal to grant a
reasons for any refusal to grant a
. licence are given to the applicant and
licence are objective and nondiscriminatory and are given to the
shall establish a procedure enabling
applicant. They shall establish a
the applicant to appeal. against such
refusals.
procedure enabling the applicant to
appeal against such refusals.

ARTICLE 5

1.

ARTICLE 5

Subject to Article 4(1), Member States (becomes Article 18)
shall ensure that gas producers and
suppliers established in their territory
are able to supply their own premises,
subsidiaries and affiliate companies
and customers through a direct line.

2. Subject to Article 4(1), Member States
shall ensure that any customer
established in their territory is able to
purchase and to be supplied with gas
from a producer or suppliers through a
direct line.
ARTICLE 6

ARTICLE 6

I. Member states shall ensure that gas becomes Article 17(1) (ii)
producers and suppliers established in
their territory are able:
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(i) to supply their own premises,
subsidiaries and affiliate companies
in the same Member State or in
another Member State through the use
of the interconnected system, subject
to the conclusion of agreements with
the relevant transmission companies
and distribution system operators
pursuant to Articles 12 or 19
respectively.
(ii) to supply or to contract to supply
customers in the same Member State
or in another Member State, through
the use of the interconnected system,
subject to the conclusion of
agreements with the relevant
transmission companies and
distribution system operators pursuant
to Articles 12 or 19 respectively.

2. Member States shall ensure that any
customer established in their territory
is able to purchase and to be supplied
or to contract to purchase and to be
supplied with gas to be delivered from
a producer or producers through the
use of the interconnected system,
subject to the conclusion of
agreemments with the relevant
transmission companies and
distribution system operators pursuant
to Articles 12 or 19 respectively. A
Member State may limit such use of
the interconnected system:
- to companies for the supply of sites
whose overall
individual
consumption exceeds 25 mio m3
per year or such lower figure as
may be specified by the Member
State;
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- to distribution companies, indiwally
or in association, whose individual
or aggregated sales represent at
least 1% of overall consumption in
the Member State concerned or
such lower figure as may be
specified by the Member State.

:

' ~.

..~

·,
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Chapter ill

Chapter III

Storage and transport

Transmission system operation

ARTICLE 7

ARTICLE 5

Member States shall take the measures Member States shall take the measures
necessary to ensure that transmission necessary to ensure that transmission
companies act in accordance with Articles companies act in accordance with Articles
6 to 10.
8 to 13.
"ARTICLE 8
I. The task of operating the integrated
grid system shall be assured
individually by each transmission
company which shall maintain a secure,
reliable and efficient natural gas system
in its part of the interconnected system.

ARTICLE 6
1. The task of operating the integrated
grid · system shall be assured
individually by each transmiSSIOn
company which shall maintain a secure,
reliable and efficient natural gas system
in its part. of the interconnected system.

2. Each transmission company shall use 2. Each transmission company shall use
its best endeavours to develop the
its best endeavours to develop the
transmission system and to achieve the
transmission system and to achieve the
expeditious construction of such new
expeditious .construction of such new
transmission capacity as may be needed
transmission capacity as may be needed
to enable the transmission capacity to
to enable its supply capacity to adjust
adjust to the demand for the use of that
to demand.
capacity.
3. Each transmission company shall take 3. Each transmission company shall take
all necessary steps to ensure the
all necessary steps to ensure the
availability of all ancillary services
availability of all ancillary services
necessary to maintain a high level of
necessary to maintain a high level of
reliability and security of its system.
. reliability. and security of its ·system.
4. Each transmission company shall
ensure the availability of metered
operational data and provide interested
parties with all information necessary
for settlement and payment.
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5. Each transmission company shall not 4. Each transmission company shall not
discriminate between users or classes of
discriminate between users or classes
users of the system and any of its
of U$ers of the system or between users
of the system and any of the
affiliates or shareholders.
transmission
company's other
businesses, any businesses affiliated to
it, or any of its shareholders.

ARTICLE 9

ARTICLE 7

l. Each transmission company shall
provide to any other transmission
company or distribution system
operator with which its system is
connected sufficient information to
ensure the secure and efficient
operation and the coordinated
development of the interconnected
system.

1. Each· transmission company shall
provide to any other transmission
company or distribution system
operator with which its system is
interconnected sufficient information to
ensure the secure and efficient
operation and the coordinated
·. development of the · interconnected
system.

2. Each transmission company shall 2. Each transmission company shall
facilitate transfers of natural gas to and
facilitate transfers of natural gas· to and
from connected systems. To that end
from connected systems. To that end
the transmission
company . shall
the transmission
company
shall
conclude all agreements necess3ry with
conclude all necessary agreements with
other relevant transmission companies
other relevant transmission companies
or distribution system . operators to
or distribution system operators to
enable a user connected to its system to
enable a user connected to its system to
use the interconnected system.
use the interconnected system.

ARTICLE I 0

ARTICLE 8

Each transmission .company shall prepare
·and publish an annual estimate on the
demand for gas in its area and on the
system transmission capability· including
transfer capabilities to and from
neighbouring systems. The estimate shall
cover a period of at least 10 years
beginning from the year in which it is
prepared.

Each transmission company shall draw up
and publish an annual estimate on the
demand for gas in its area and on the
transmission system's capacity, including
transfer capacity to and from neighbouring
systems.
The estimate shall cover · a
period of at least 10 years beginning from
the year in which it is drawn up.
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ARTICLE 11

ARTICLE 9

1. Within a period not exceeding one year
from the date laid down in Article 27,
each transmission company shall
develop and publish Technical Rules,
which· shall establish the minimum
technical design and operational
requirements for the connection to its
system of LNG facilities, storage
facilities, customers' natural gas
installations, other transmission or
distribution
systems,
and
direct
transmission and distribution lines.
These requirements shall be objective
and non-discriminatory and not disturb
the functioning of the internal market
for gas.

1. Within a period. not exceeding one year
from the date laid down in Article 23,
each transmission company shall
develop and publish technical rules,
which shall establish the minimum
technical design and operational
requirements for the connection to its
system of LNG facilities, storage
facilities,
customers' natural gas
installations, other transmission or
distribution systems, and direct
transmission and distribution lines.
These requirements shall ensure . the
interoperability of systems, shall be
objective and non-discriminatory· and
shall not disturb the functioning of the
internal market for gas.

2. The Technical rules shall be approved 2. The technical rules shall be approved
by the Member State concerned, which
by the Member State concerned, which
shall, in accordance with Article 8 of
shall, in accordance with Article 8 of
3
Council Directive 83/189/EEC< >, notify
Couricil Directive 83/189/EEC<4>, notify
to the Commission the rules in respect
to the Commission the rules in respect
of performance requirements and
of performance requirements and
connections.
connections.
3. The Technical Rules shall address at
least the following:

3. The technical rules shall address at
least the following:

(a)

pressure requirements;

(a)

pressure requirements;

(b)

conditions for connection to and
operation of the transmissionsystem,
including tariff metering.

(b)

conditions for connection to and
operation of the transmission system,
including tariff metering.

<3> OJ No L 109, 26.4.1983, p. 8.

<4> OJ No L 109, 26.4.1983, p. 8.
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4. The Technical Rules shall be defined
by reference to European specifications
where these exist.

4. The technical rules shall be defined by
reference to European specifications
where these exist.

In the absence of European
specifications, the Technical Rules
shall as far as possible be defined by
reference to other standards having
currency within the Community.

In the · absence of European
specifications, the technical rules shall
be defined as far as possible by
reference to other standards having
·currency within the Community.

5. The Technical Rules shall be
implemented by the transmission
company which shall ensure
. compliance by all system users. In
instances where a user is subject to
differing Technical Rules which are
applied by two or more transmission
companies or distribution system
operators, the transmission company
shall use its best endeavours to resolve
the differences in cooperation with the
other transmission companies and with
the distribution system operators
concerned.

5. The technical rules shall be
implemented by the transmission
company which shall ensure
compliance by all system users. In
instances where a user is subject to
differing technical rules which are
applied by two or more transmission
companies or distribution system
operators, the transmission company
shall use its best endeavours to resolve
the differences in cooperation with the
oth~r transmission companies and with
the distribution system operators
concerned.

6. In the preparation, implem·entation and
enforcement of the Technical Rules,
there shall be no discrimination
between users or classes of users of a
system except as necessary to ensure
security and quality of supply. The
Rules shall not impose unreasonable
requirements or unduly inhibit access
to the system.

6. In the preparation, implementation and
enforcement· of the technical rules,
there shall be no discrimination
between users or classes of users of a
system except as necessary to ensure
security and quality of supply. The
rules shall not impose unreasonable
requirements or unduly inhibit access to
the system.

ARTICLE 12
1. System users and prospective systems
users may apply to a transmission
company to enter into an agreement for
connection to and/or use of its system
or of an LNG facility or any storage
facility owned or operated by the
transmission company.
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2.

In response to such an application,

the transmtsslon company shall
propose an agreement for connection
to and/or use of the interconnected
system or of the LNG facilities or the
storage facilities. The transmission
company may, however, refuse to
make a proposal for an agreement for
use of the system including the
abovementioned facilities, if such use
would prejudice the transmission or
storage of natural gas or the import
or the export of LNG in fulfilment of
any statutory obligation or contractual
commitments. The reasons for any
refusal shall be given to the
applicants.
All applications shall be handled in a
timely manner and a response shall,
in any event, be given within three
months following receipt of the
application.
3.

The proposal for an agreement shall
include terms relating to an obligation
on the part of the transmission
company:

(i) to accept into the relevant system at
such entry point or points such
quantities of natural gas as may be
specified in the application, and/or
(ii) to accept into the relevant LNG
facilityor storage facility such
quantities of natural gas as may be
specified in the application, and/or
(iii) to enable the delivery to be made of
such quantities of natural gas as are
referred to in (i) and (ii) (less any
transmission losses) at such exit point
or points on the relevant system as
may be specified in the application.
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4. A transmission company shall, on
request and at a reasonable charge,
make available to a potential user, a
statement of opportunities for
transactions involving the use of its
system including any LNG facilities
and storage facilities which form part
of the system.
This statement of opportunities shall
contain sufficient information to enable
a potential user to make a reasonable
assessment of those opportunities.
5. Each transmission company shall
publish the basis upon which the terms
. for connection to and use of the system
will be set. The publication shall
contain sufficient information to enable
a potential user to make a reasonable
assessment of the charges that would
be payable for natural gas transactions
involving the . use of the system,
including LNG facilities and storage
facilities which form part of the
system.

6. The basis upon which the transmission
company's terms are set shall be such
that the charges that would be payable
are reasonably related to the long-term
costs incurred in the provision of the
relevant service, together with a
reasonable rate of return on capital
employed in the provision of that
service.
7. The transmission company shall not
discriminate between any persons or
classes of persons in the terms for a
connection to its system or for the use
of its system.
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8. The contractual right of usage of LNG
facilities, storage or transmtsston
capacities shall be lost if these
capacities are not used. If capacities are
partly unused the same shall apply to
the unused part of the capacity.
ARTICLE 13

ARTICLE 10

Each transmission company shall preserve
the confidentiality of commerciallysensitive information obtained in the
course of carrying out its business.

Each transmission company shall preserve
the confidentiality of commercially
sensitive information obtained in the
course of carrying-out its business.
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Chapter IV

Chapter IV

Distribution system operation
Distribution system operation

ARTICLE 14

ARTICLE 11

1. Member States shall define the rights

1. Member States shall determine, in

and the public service obligations of
distribution companies and the rights
and obligations of their customers.

accordance with Community law, the
rights and the public service obligations
referred to Article 3(2) assigned to
distribution companies, together with
the rights and obligations of their
customers.

2. Member States may Jay upon 2. Member States may 1mpose on
distribution companies, an obligation to
distribution companies an obligation to
supply the customers located in a given
supply the customers located in a given
area. The tariff for such supplies may
area, with respect to the volume for
be reguJate4, for instance to ensure
which they do not exercise their right,
equal treatment of the customers
or do not have the right to be supplied
concerned.
by other suppliers, in accordance with
Articles 5 and 6. Without prejudice to
Article 3(3), the tariff for such
supplies may be regulated, for instance
to ensure equal treatment of the
customers concerned.
3. Member States shall, establish rules:
- on the procedure to be followed by
customers who wish to terminate
supply by the distribution company,
in particular as regards the minimum
notice period for termination, which
shall not exceed three months;
- on the procedure to be followed by
customers who wish to resume
supply from the distribution
company, in particular on the
mtmmum notice period for
resumption, which shall not exceed
six months.
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4. Member States shall designate or shall
require the undertakings which own or
are responsible for distribution systems
(including natural gas lines forming
part thereof) to designate a distribution
system operator, which has the
obligation to operate and to ensure the
maintenance and development of the
distribution system in a given area

3. Member States shall designate or shall
require undertakings which own or are
responsible for distribution sy~tems
(including natural gas lines forming
part .thereof) to designate a system
operator,· charged with operating and
ensuring the · maintenance and
development of the distribution system
m a gtven area
'·'

5. Member States shall ensure that the
distribution system operator acts in
accordance with the provisions in
Articles 15 to 20.

4. Member States shall ensure that the
· distribution system operator acts m
accordance with the provisions in
Articles 12, 13 and 14.

ARTICLE 15

ARTICLE 12

1. The distribution system operator shall
maintain a secure, reliable and efficient
natural gas distribution system in its
area.

1. The system operator shall maintain a
secure, reliable and efficient natural gas
distribution system in its area

2. The distribution system operator shall
use its best endeavours to develop the
distribution system and to achieve the
expeditious construction of such new
distribution capacity as may be needed
to enable the distribution capacity to
adjust to the demand for the use of that
capacity.

2. The system operator shall ensure that
new distribution capacity is constructed
.as may be needed to enable capacity to
adjust to. ~emand.

3. The distribution system operator shall
ensure the availability of metered
operational data and provide interested
parties with all information necessary
for settlement and payment.
4. The distribution system operator shall
not discriminate between users or
classes of users of the system or
between users of the system and any of
the undertaking's other businesses, any
businesses affiliated to it, or any of its
shareholders.

----
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ARTICLE 16

1. The distribution system operator shall
provide to any transmission company
or to the distribution system operator
of any system with which its system
is interconnected sufficient
information to ensure the secure and
efficient operation and the coordinated
development of the interconnected
natural gas system.
2.

The distribution system operator shall
cooperate with relevant transmission
companies and distribution system
operators to define all the agreements
necessary for the use of the
interconnected system . by a user
connected to its system.

ARTICLE 17

ARTICLE 13

1.

The distribution system operator shall I.
prepare annually a report on the
quality of supply and the quality of
service. The report shall be brought
to the attention of the authority
competent for the neighbouring areas.
and shall be made available to the
Member State and the SOEC upon
request.

The system operator shall draw up and
publish an annual report on the quality
of supply and the quality of service.

2.

The Commission shall establish the 2.
appropriate criteria for the content of
the reports in order to ensure their
comparability on Community level.

The Commission shall establish the
appropriate criteria for the content of
the reports in order to ensure their
comparability at Community level.
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ARTICLE 18

1. Within a period not exceeding one
year from the date laid down in
Article 27, the distribution system
operator shall develop and publish
Technical Rules,
which shall
establish the minimum technical
design and operational requirements
for the connection to_ its system of
storage facilities, customers' natural
gas installations, transmission and
other distribution systems and direct
transmission and distribution lines.
These requirements shall be objective
and non-discriminatory and not
disturb the functioning of the internal
market for gas.
2.

The Technical rules shall be approved
by the Member State concerned,
which shall, in accordance with
Article 8 of Directive 83/189/EEC,
notify to the Commission the rules in
respect of performance requirements
and connections.

3.

The Technical Rules shall address at
least the following:

(a) pressure requirements~
(b) conditions for connection to and
operation of the distribution system
including tariff metering.
4.

The Technical Rules shall be defined
by reference to European
specifications. where these exist.
In the absence of European
specifications, the Technical Rules
shall ·as far as possible be defined by
reference to other standards having
currency within the Community.
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5. Technical rules shall be complied
with, implemented and enforced by
the distribution system· operator. In
instances where a user is subject to
differing Technical Rules which are
applied by two or more transmission
companies or distribution system
operators, the distribution system
operator shall use its best endeavours
to resolve the differences in
cooperation with the other system
operator or with the transmission
companies concerned.
6. In the preparation, implementation and
enforcement of the Technical Rules,
there shall be no discrimination
between users or classes of users of a
system except as necessary to ensure
security and quality of supply. The
Rules shall not impose unreasonable
· ·requirements or unduly. inhibit access
to the system.

ARTICLE 19

1.

System users and prospective system
users may apply to the. distribution
system operator to enter into an
agreement for connection to and/or
use of the interconnected system or of
a storage facility owned or operated
by the distribution system operator.
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2.

In response to such an application,
the distribution system operator
shall propose an agreement, for
connection to and/or use of the
interconnected system or of the
storage facility. The distribution
system operator may, however,
refuse to make a proposal for an
agreement if such use would
prejudice the distribution of natural
gas in fulfilment of any statutory
obligation or contr~ctual
commitments. The reasons for any
refusal shall be given to the
applicant.
All applications shall be handled in
a timely manner and, a response
shall, in any event, be given within
three months following receipt of
the application.

3.

The proposal for an agreement shall
include terms relating to an
obligation on the part of the
distribution system operator:
(i) to accept into the relevant system at
such entry point or points such
quantities of natural gas as may be
specified in the application; and/or
(ii) to accept into the relevant storage
facility such quantities of natural gas
as may be specified tn the
application; and/or
(iii) to enable the delivery to be made of
such quantities of natural gas as are
referred to in (i) and (ii) (less any
transmission losses) at such exit
point or points on the relevant
system as may be specified in the
application.
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4.

The distribution system operator
shall, on request and at a reasonable
charge, make available to a potential
user a statement of opportunities for
natural gas transactions involving
the use of the distribution system,
including any storage facilities
which form part of the system.
This statement of opportunities shall
contain sufficient information to
enable a potential user to make a
reasonable assessment of those
opportunities.

5.

The distribution system operator
shall publish the basis upon which
the terms for connection to and/or
use of the system will be set. The
publication shall contain sufficient
information to enable a potential
user to make a reasonable
assessment of the charges that
would be payable for natural gas
transactions involving the use of the
system including any storage
facilities which form part of the
system.

6.

The basis upon which the
distribution system operator's terms
are set shall be such that the charges
that would be payable are
reasonably related to the long-term
costs incurred in the provision of the
relevant service, together with a
reasonable rate of return on the
capital employed in the provision of
that service.

7.

The distribution system operator
shall not discriminate between any
persons or classes of persons in the
terms for a connection to its system
or for the use of its system.
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8.

The contractual right of usage of
distribution capacities shall be lost if
these capacities are not used. If
capacities are partly unused .the
same shall apply to the unused part
of the capacity.

ARTICLE 20

ARTICLE 14

The distribution system operator shall
preserve the confidentiality of
commercially
sensttive information
obtained in the course of carrying out its
business.

The distribution system operator shall
preserve the confidentiality of
commercially
sensitive
information
obtained in the course of carrying out its
business.
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Chapter V

Unbundling and tranmarency of accounts

Unbundling and transparency of accounts
ARTICLE 15

•

I

. :

.:-'·

Member States or any competent authority
they designate shall have right of access to
the accounting documents of production,
transmission or distribution companies
which they must consult in carrying out
their checks.

ARTICLE 21

Member States shall make the necessary
arrangements for ensuring that vertically
integrated natural gas companies organize
their natural gas production, transmission,
storage and distribution activities - as the
case may be - in as many separate
divisions as there are activities. Any State
aid granted to one division may not
benefit another division.

ARTICLE 22

ARTICLE 16

I. Member States _shall take the necessary l. Member States shall take the necessary
steps to ensure that the accounts of
steps to ensure that the accounts of
natural gas companies are drawn up in
natural gas companies are drawn up in
accordance with paragraphs 2 to 8.
accordance with paragraphs 2 to 9.
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2.

3.

Vertically integrated companies shall, 2.
in their internal accounting, keep
separate accounts for each division
established in accordance with Article
21, as they would be required to do if
the activities in question were carried
out by separate companies, and shall
publish a separate balance sheet and a
profit and loss account for each
division in their annual management
report.
Natural gas companies, whatever their
system of ownership or legal form,
shall draw up, publish and submit to
audit, their annual accounts 1n
accordance with the rules of national
legislation concerning the annual
accounts of limited liability
companies adopted to implement
Council Directive 78/660/EEC<4).
Undertakings which are not legally
obliged to publish their annual
. accounts shall hold a copy of these at
the disposition of the public in their
head office.

Vertically integrated companies shall,
in their internal accounting, keep
separate accounts for their natural gas
production, transmission, storage and
distribution activities, as they would
be required to do if the activities in
question were carried out by separate
companies, and shall publish a
separate balance sheet and a profit
and loss account for each activity in
their annual management report.
Natural gas companies, whatever their
system of ownership or legal form,
shall draw up, publish and submit to
audit, their annual accounts in
accordance with the rules of national
law concerning the annual accounts
of limited liability companies adopted
'to · implement Council Directive
· 78/6()0/EEC<5>. Undertalcings which
are· not legally, obliged to publish
· tlieit · annual accounts shall hold a
copy ·of these at the disposition of the
publi:c in their head office.

4.

In addition, the profit and loss 4. In addition, the profit and loss
accounts of natural gas transmission
accounts of natural gas transmission
companies and the accounts of the
comp'anies and the accounts of the
transmission division of vertically
"transmission" activity of vertically
integrated companies shall distinguish
integrated companies shall distinguish
natural gas supply costs from
natural .· gas supply costs from
transmission costs and other charges.
· transmission costs and other charges.

5.

The accounts of natural gas storage
companies and the accounts of the
storage division of vertically
integrated companies shall distinguish
natural gas supply costs from cushion
gas costs and other charges.

4

< > OJ

No L 222, 14.8.1978, p. 11.

5.

The accounts of natural gas storage
companies and the accounts of the
"storage" activity of vertically
integrated companies shall distinguish
natural gas supply costs from cushion
gas costs and other charges.

cs> OJ No L 222, 14.8.1978, p. 11.
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6.

The accounts of ·natural gas
distribution companies and the
accounts of the distribution division
of vertically integrated companies
shall distinguish:

(a) natural gas supply costs · from
distribution costs and other charges;
(b) sales of natural gas for industrial
purposes from sales for other
purposes.

7.

Companies shall specify in notes to 6.
the annuat accounts the rules for the
allocation of · charges whic~ they
follow in drawing up the separate
accounts pursuant to paragraph 2.
These rules may be amended. only in
. exceptional cases. Such amendments
must be mentioned in the annual
management report and must be duly
substantiated.

Companies shall specify in notes to
the annual accounts the rules for the
allocation of charges which· they
follow in drawing up the separate
accounts pursuant to paragraph 2.
These rules may be amended only in
exceptional cases. Such Q.lllendments
must be mentioned in. the · annual
management report and must be duly
substantiated.

8.

The depreciation rules applied to the 7.
different categories of fixed asset
shall appear separately in the notes
among the rules of valuation.

The depreciation rules applied to the
different categories of fixed asset
shall appear separately in the notes
among the rules of valuation.

9.

The annual accounts shall indicate in 8.
the notes any important transaction
conducted with associated or
affiliated companies within the
meaning of Article 33 of Directive
83/349/EEccs) or with · companies
which belong to the same
shareholders.

The annual accounts shall indicate in
the notes any important transaction
conducted with associated companies
within the meaning of Article 33 of
Directive 83/349/EEc<6) or affiliated
t:ompanies or compantes . which
belong to the same shareholders.

(5) OJ No L 193, 18.7.1983, p. I.

(6) OJ No L 193, 18.7.1983, p. I.
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Chapter VI

Chapter VI

Final provisions

Access to the system
ARTICLE 17

1.

Member States shall
neeessary measures for:

(i)

natural gas undertakings to be able to
conclude supply contracts with fmal
customers who are large industrial
consumers and with distribution
companies on the basis of voluntary
commercial agreement;

take

the

(ii) producers and suppliers of natural gas
to · be able to supply their own
premises, subsidiaries and affiliate
companies in the same Member State
or 'in another Member State, by
means of. the interconnected ·system,
subject to the conclusion of
agreements with the relevant
transmission companies
and
distribution systems operators;
2.

The contracts must be negotiated with
the natural gas companies which are
the systems operators concerned.

3.
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M~mber

States shall ensure that the
parties negotiate in good faith and
that none of them abuses its
negotiating position by preventing the
successful outcome of those
negotlatlons. The system operator
may refuse access where the contract
in question would prevent him from
carrying out the public service
obligations referred to in Article·3(2)
which are assigned to him.

4. Member States shall designate a
competent authority, which must be
independent of the parties, to settle
disputes relating to the contracts and
negotiations in question. Recourse to
this authority shall be had without
prejudice to the exercise of rights of
~ppeal under Community law.

ARTICLE 18
1. Subject to Article 4, Member States
shall ensure that all the producers and
suppliers of natural gas established in
their territory are able to supply their
own establishments, affiliates and
customers by means of a direct line.
2. Subject to Article 4, Member States
shall ensure that any customer
established in their territory is able to
purchase and to be supplied with
natural gas by a producer or supplier by
means of a direct line.
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Chapter YI

Chapter VII

Final provisions

Final provisions

ARTICLE 23

ARTICLE 19

In the event of a sudden cns1s in the
energy market and where physical safety
or security of persons, apparatus or
installations or system integrity is
threatened, a Member State may take the
necessary protection measures.

In the event of a sudden crisis in the
energy market and where the physical
safety or security of persons, apparatus or
installations or system integrity is
threatened, a Member State may take the
necessary protection measures.

Such measures must cause the least
possible disturbance in the functioning of
the internal market and must no be wider
in scope than is strictly necessary to
remedy the sudden difficulties which have
arisen.

Such measures must cause the least
possible. disturbance in the flmctioning of
the internal market and must not be wider
in scope than is strictly necessary to
remedy the sudden difficulties which have
arisen.

The Member State concerned
shall
without delay notify these measures to the
other Member States and to the
Commission, which may decide that the
Member State concerned shall amend or
abolish such measures in so far as they
distort competition and adversely affect
trade to an extent contrary to the common
interest.

shall
The Member State concerned
without delay notify these measures to the
other Member States and to the
Commission, which may decide that the
Member State concerned shall amend or
abolish such measures, in so far as they
distort competition and adversely affect
trade to an extent contrary to the common
interest.
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ARTICLE 24

ARTICLE 20

1. If one or more companies within a 1. If one or more companies within a
Member State's territory comes into
Member State's territory comes into
major economic difficulties because
major economic difficulties because
their sales of natural gas have fallen
their sales of natural gas have fallen
below the level of · the minimum
below the level of the minimum
offtake guarantees contained in gas
offtake guarantees contained in gas
purchase contracts entered into before
purchase contracts entered into before
1 July 1991, the Member State
1 July I991, the Member State
concerned shall notify the
concerned shall notify the Commission
Commission of any plan to take
of any plan to take measures to
measures to alleviate these economic
alleviate these economic difficulties.
difficulties. Such notification shall be
Such notification shall be made in
made in · advance and shall contain all
advance and shall contain all relevant
relevant information on the nature and
information on the nature and extent
extent of the diffic~lties and on their
of the difficulties and on their causes.
causes.
The measures must be
The measures must be temporary and
temporary and limited to those which
limited to those which are necessary
are necessary to alleviate the
to alleviate the difficulties in question,
difficulties in question, and must not
and must not adversely affect trade
adversely affect trade between
between Member States to an extent
Member States to an extent contrary
contrary to the common interest. The
to the common interest. The plan shall
plan cannot be put into effect by the
only be put into effect by the Member
Member State unless it has been
State with the approval of the
approved by the Commission, which
Commission, which shall give its
shall give its decision within three
decision within three months of the
months of the notification.
notification.
2.

The Commission shall make a report 2. The Commission shall make a report
to the European Parliament and the
to the European Parliament and the
Council
on the operation of
Council on the operation of paragraph
· I by 31 December 1996, and shall ·
paragraph I by 3I December I994,
and shall propose any appropriate
propose any appropriate measures in
measures in relation to the provisions
relation to the provisions of this
of this Directive.
Directive.
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ARTICLE 25

ARTICLE 21

Member States shall establish a . dispute
resolution procedure by which the parties
can settle disputes on matters covered by
this Directive.

Member States shall establish a dispute
resolution procedure by which the parties
can settle disputes on matters covered by
this Directive, in accordance with
Community rules.

ARTICLE 26

ARTICLE 22

Each Member State shall establish a
consultative procedure enabling system
users including domestic consumers in its
territory , at least once a year, on matters
arising under this Directive, and in
particular on the transmtsston and
. distribution system reports established
pursuant to Articles 10 and 17.

Each Member State shall establish a
consultat,ive procedure enabling system
users including domestic consumers in its
territory; at least once a year, on matters
arising from the implementation of this
Directive, and in particular on the
transm1sston and distribution system
reports drawn up pursuant to Articles 8
·
and 13 respectively.

ARTICLE 27
Member States shall bring into force the
laws, regulations and administrative
provisions necessary to comply with this
Directive by 31 December 1992. They
shall forthwith inform the Commission
thereof.
When Member States adopt these
measures, these shall contain a reference
to this Directive or shall be accompanied
by such reference on the occasion of their
official publication.
The methods of
making such reference shall be laid down
by Member States.
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ARTICLE 23
1. The Commission will present a report
to the Council and the European
Parliament before 31 December 1995
and will attach to that report any
harmonization proposals necessary to
the effective operation of the internal
natural gas market.
'

'

2. T h e C o u n c i I a n d t h e
European Parliament will give their
views ·on such
proposals
before 12 December 1997.

ARTICLE 28

ARTICLE 24

The Commission shall review the
application of this Directive and make
appropriate proposals with a view to
establishing the internal market for natural
gas. On the basis of these proposals the
Council shall make the necessary
amendments to this · Directive, for
implementation by 1 January 1996. ·

The Commission shall review the application of
this Directive and make appropriate proposals
with a view to establishing the internal market
for natural gas. On the basis of these proposals
the Council shall make the necessary
amendments
to
this Directive, for
implementation on 1 January 1999.

ARTICLE 25
Member States shall bring into force the laws,
regulations and administrative
prov1s1ons
necessary to comply with this Directive by 1
July 1994. They shall immediately inform the
Commission thereof.
When Member States adopt these measures,
these shall contain a reference to this Directive
or shall be accompanied by such reference at the
time of their official publication. The procedure
for such reference shall be adopted by Member
States.
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ARTICLE 26

ARTICLE 29

This Directive is addressed to the Member This Directive shall enter into force on the
twentieth. day following that of its publication in
States.
the Official Journal of the European
Communities.
ARTICLE 27
This Directive ts addressed to the Member
States.

Done at Brussels,

For the Council
The President

Done at Brussels, .
For the European Parliament
The President
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For the Council
The President
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